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Statutory Listing Criteria

Historic buildings listed by the Secretary of State under section 1 of the Planning (Listed
Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 are placed in one of three grades to give an
indication of their relative importance.

The following criteria are applied as appropriate in deciding which buildings are including
in the statutory list:

Architectural interest: The list includes all buildings of importance to the nation in the
following categories:
• architectural design
• decoration and craftsmanship
• building types and techniques
• significant plan form

Historic interest: This includes buildings which illustrate important aspects of the
nation's history:
• social
• economic
• cultural or
• military

Close historical association: This is with nationally important:
• events or
• people

Group value: This applies to important examples of architectural or historic unity or of
fine planning which may be in the form of:
• squares
• terraces
• model villages

Age and rarity: The older the building the fewer the surviving examples of its kind and
the more likely it is to have historic importance. On this basis, buildings built:
• before 1700 which survive in anything like their original condition are listed.
• between 1700-1840 most are listed, although some selection is necessary.
• between 1840-1914 only examples of a particular building type will be listed and the

selection will be made on quality and character.
• between 1914-1965 there is a high level of selectivity.
• buildings less than 30 years old are not normally listed unless they are of outstanding

quality and under threat.
• buildings less than 10 years old are not listed.
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Selectivity: Where a building qualifies for listing primarily on the strength of its intrinsic
architectural quality or group value, the fact that there are other examples elsewhere is not
likely to be a major consideration. But where a substantial number of similar type and
quality exist then there is need for selectivity.

Aesthetic merit: The external appearance of a building, both its intrinsic architectural
merit and any group value is a key consideration in judging the 'Iistability' of a building,
but is many not always be the case for example buildings which characterise technological
innovation.

National and local interests: National significance is difficult to define and PPG 15
merely accepts this and does therefore attempt to do so. The local interest is easier to deal
with and it suggests that the best examples of vernacular buildings will be listed. But it
suggests that other forms of protection within planning policies should be used to protect
the bulk of buildings in this category.

A more detailed explanation of the criteria is presented in PPG 15: Planning and the
Historic Environment paragraph 6.10 - 6.16.
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Typical Construction Materials Used in Parish Churches

Churches were generally constructed with what materials were available locally. There is
considerable variation throughout the country. The commonly used materials are discussed
below.

Stone
Medieval churches were all constructed from stone. The oolitic limestone from Barnack
quarries and the Rutland quarries at Ketton the Doulting oolite form shepton Mallet and
the oolite freestone from Chilmark were considered to be the most superior stones from
which to build. Norman church builders also brought their own stone from quarries around
Cean, which were extensively used in the stoneless counties of Norfolk and Suffolk where
rubble or rag-stone required facings and quoins of a better and more workable.

Flint
Flint is a important building material. It is one of the hardest and most enduring products
of nature. Itwas used extensively in Britain in chalk down areas, namely East Anglia. It
had two drawbacks, its smallness of size and the impossibility of carving its surface.

Brick
It is generally considered that bricks were not extensively used to construct medieval
churches in Britain. Unlike medieval churches in Europe. There are, however, examples of
brick built Medieval churches throughout the country. Bricks which are considered to be
made locally and not recycled Roman bricks. The none stone countries have many
examples of churches constructed with bricks in the unseen parts of stone or flint walls.

Mortar
Generally a mix of lime and sand. The thick Norman masonry joints gave way to thinner
joints in the beginning of the twelfth century.

Plaster
A mix of lime, sand and hair or straw has been used both on the exterior and interior of
churches from the earliest days. Plaster was a common finish to the exterior of Saxon
churches as was it to the rubble walling of Norman churches and also to the undressed
flint-work walls mostly in Essex. Internally, all medieval churches were plastered bar the
few that were dressed throughout with ashlar. Victorian renovations have been responsible
for stripping and exposing intentionally hidden rubble walls.

Whitewashing
The use of whitewash on the inner walls of churches is considered to be a post-reformation
occurrence. Its addition is considered to be for reasons of cleanliness and to brighten the
interior of often poorly light churches.

Timber
The church of Greensted, near Chipping Ongar, Essex is the only standing church in
Britain constructed of timber. The walls of the nave are the trunks of split oak trees and is
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considered to have been constructed in about 900AD'. There is substantial evidence to
indicate that Saxon churches were often constructed of timber. But it was not until the
fourteenth century that timber was used in construction for more than the roof structures.
Timber constructed towers, belfries, spires and porches are present in churches, mostly in
stoneless counties. Essex is the county in which most timber work survives.

Timber roofs
Because of their perishable nature the major of timber roof of medieval churches are
comparatively new [generally Victorian replacements]. The roofs of Medieval churches
were either vaulted internally in stone or timber or had open ceilings. Vaulted ceiling
tended to be reserved for the greater churches, while arrangements for supporting the roof
timber of parish churches became more elaborate as the centuries progressed. Roof pitches
generally reduced in size throughout the Gothic period. Thirteenth century roofs had steep
pitches and it was only occasionally that tie-beams were used. The fourteenth century saw
the use of some what lower pitched roofs and the use of the arched bracing. In the fifteenth
century very shallow pitched roofs were constructed with the use of horizontal tie beam or
hammer beams. Most church roof have closed boarding. Some ceilings may have the space
between rafters filled with plaster or plasterboard.

Roof covering
Lead is probably the most commonly used roof covering and is particularly suited for very
shallow pitched roofs. Copper sheeting is an alternative covering.

Tiles and slates have also been used on church roofs throughout history. Slates, were
generally supplied from Wales and Cornwall although some local slates such as Swithland
slate from Charnwood in Leicestershire and stone slates from Colley Weston in
Northampton were also used. Wooden shingles are also used mostly commonly in
stoneless countries such as Essex.[Bersted, Sussex is one example].

Thatch was a common roof covering material again in stoneless counties but now has been
replaced with other roof covering options and very few examples [Fritton, Suffolk is a rare
example] of thatched churches remain.

References

1 COX J C, The English Parish Church, EP Publishing Ltd, London, 1976, p257
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Church Usage Study

Church: Small rural villa2e church rseatin2 capac!!!: 100-200)
Date Time Use
Week b~inniJ!g: 20.7.98
S 10.00am - 11.00am Sunday school

I I JOam - 12.30am Holy communion service
M
T
W
Th
F 9.30am - 11.30am General cleaning

I0.30am - 11.30am Brass c1eanil!&_
S 10.30am - 11.30 am Flower arranging

Time occupied: 6hrs
Week beginnil!&_:27.7.98
S 7.00pm - 8.00pm Evening song
M
T
W
Th
F 9.30am - 11.30am General cleaning

10.30am - I I JOam Brass cleaning
S 10.30am - 11.30am Flower arranging

Time occupied: Shrs
Week be_ginning: 3.8.98
S 10.OOam- 11.00am Family service
M
T
W
Th
F 9.30am - 11.30am General cleaning

10.30am - 11.30am Brass cleaning
S 10.30am - 11.30am Flower arranging

Time occupied: Shrs
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Church Usage Study

Church: Medium suburban parish church (seating capacity: 400-500]
Date Time Use
Week beginning: 20.7.98
S 8.00am - 9.00am Holy communion service

IO.OOam- 11.OOam Family service
7.00pm - 8.00pm Evening song

M 2.00pm - 4.00pm Pram club
T 8.00pm - 9.30pm PCC meeti'!&_
W
Th S.OOpm- 6.00pm Organ lesson

8.00pm - 9.00pm Choir practice
F 9.00am - 12.00noon General cleaning

7.00pm - 8.00pm Bell ringing practice
S 9.00am - 11.00am Flower arrangi'!&_

Time occtmied: 14.5hrs
Week beginning: 27.7.98
S 1O.OOam- 11.00am Family service

7.00pm - 8.00pm Evening song
M 2.00pm - 4.0QQ_m Pram club
T
W 7.00pm - 10.00pm Outside or-ganisation meetin_g_
Th 5.00pm - 7.00pm Organ lessons
F 9.00am - 12.00noon General cleaning

7.00pm - 8.00pm Bell rin_g_i'!&..£ractice
S 9.00am - Il.OOam Flower arran_g_i'!&_

Time occupied: 15hrs
Week beginning: 3.8.98
S 8.00am - 9.00am Holy communion service

10.00am - 11.00am Family service
7.00pm - 8.0QQ_m Evening_son_g_

M 2.00pm - 4.00pm Pram club
T 8.00pm - 9.00pm Meeting
W
Th S.OOpm- 6.00pm Organ practice

8.00pm - 10.00j)_m Choir _l!!'actice
F 9.00am - 12.00noon General cleaning

4.00pm - 6.00pm Flower arranging
7.00pm - 8.30pm Wedding rehearsal
7.00pm - 8.00pm Bell ringing practice

S 2.00pm - 4.00pm Wedding
Time occu~ied: 17.5hrs
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Appendix C2

Relationship of fuel loads to individual sub-assembly floor areas
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Relationship of Fuel Loads to Sub-assembly Floor Areas

Ten Sample Churches

Sub-assembly - Nave
Church Area [m2

] fuel load [kg] 7000
WeI. 62 6065 6000
Cop. 111 10161 5000 ••
Bar. 102 10861 en 4000 • ~
Wig. 86 8417 ~ 3000

•Til. 97 10100 2000 •
Hal. 92 8415 1000
Swi. 74 8008 0

0 20 40 60
Cra. 69 6832 m2

Hum. 96 8064
Cro. 93 5845

•

80 100

Sub-assembly - Chancel ------- ---- -.-

Church Area [m2
] fuel load [kg] 7000

WeI. 20 2199 6000 •
Cop. 43 3820 5000 •
Bar. 79 6226 •en4000 ~Wig. 100 6328 ~ 3000 •
Til. 45 3426 2000 •
Hal. 61 4662 1000 •
Swi. 30 3556 0
Cra. 17 1514 0 20 40 60 80 100
Hum. 58 5329 m2

Cro. 46 3681

Sub-assembly - South aisle
----

Church Area [m2
] fuel load [kg] 10000 • ....

Bar. 64 4254 8000 •Wig. 109 9861 Cl 6000 -Til. 91 6601 ~ 4000 • •
Hal. 93 7824 2000
Swi. 77 9672
Hum. 94 6773 0
Cro. 82 4870 0 50 m2 100 150

C2 - 1



Sub-assembly - North aisle
Church Area [m2

] fuel load [kg]
Ba~ 62 3248
Wig. 109 9639
Til. 58 4308
Hal. 97 9095
Hum. 72 5763

10000 ••8000
Cl 6000 •~ 4000 ••2000

0
0 50 m2 100 150

- - - --

Sub-assembly - North porch
- -- ----

Church Area [m2
] fuel load [kg] 1000

Bar. 4 417.5 800 .,
Hal. 5 628.5 Cl 600 • ISwi. 10 806 ~ 400 •
Wig. 9.5 780.5 200

0
0 2 4 6 8 10

m2
._-----

Sub-assembly - South porch
Church Area [m2

] fuel load [kg] 800
Bar. 3.5 297.5 •
Wig. 5 706.5

600 ••
Til. 7 576 ~ 400
Hal. 7.5 527.5 • ••200
Swi. 5 293 •
Cra. 4.5 293 0
Hum. 9 794 0 2 4 6 8 10
Cro. 5.5 156

m2

Sub-assembly - Tower
- ----

Church Area [m2
] fuel load [kg] 8000 •WeI. 25 1653 7000 •

Cop. 28 2721 6000
Bar. 60 6948 5000
Wig. 64 2048

Cl 4000 •~
Til. 34 1086 3000 • •
Hal. 37 1587 2000 • •
Swi. 35 2658 1000 • ••
Cra. 19 1129 0
Hum. 44 7685 0 20 40 60 80
Cro. 36 4197

m2
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Component - Bell chamber
Church Area [m2] fuel load [kg] 3500 • -:
WeI. 7.5 952 3000 i
Cop. I

7 294 2500 • I•Bar. 18 2399 Cl 2000
Wig. 14.5 49.5 liI:: 1500
Til. 13 176 1000 •Hal. 11.5 119.5 500 • •Swi. 11.5 547.5 •0
Cra. 6 568.5 0 5 10 15 20
Hum. 11 3308 m2

Cro. 11.5 2338

Component - Clock room
Church Area [m2

] fuel load [kg] 2000 l

WeI. 7.5 357.5 1500

tCop. 7 209
Bar. 15 1601 ~ 1000 •Wig. 14.5 565 •Til. 11.5 311.5 500 ·1
Hal. 11.5 765 ••• •
Cra. 6 214

0
0 5 10 15Hum. 9 988 m2

Component - Bell ringing chamber
Church Area [m2

] fuel load [kg]
Cop. 7 1027
Bar. 13 1924
Wig. 13.5 968
Swi. 11.5 728.5
Hum. 9 703
Cra. 11.5 853

2000 ,------------r-

• ~ •
1500

•: 1000

500

O'---------~-_ ____.J

o 5 15
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Component - Ground floor
Church Area [m2

] fuel load [kg] 3000
Wei. 9.5 342.5 2500 •
Cop. 7 1191 2000
Bar. 14 1024 ~1500
Wig. 21 446 •1000 - • ..
Til. 9 590 • •Hal. 14.5 702 500 • • •
Swi. 11.5 1382 0
Cra. 7 346 0 5 10 15 20 25
Hum. 14 2687 m2

Cro. 13.5 1005
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Appendix C3

A review of mathematical modelling software for fire
engineering
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A Review of Mathematical Modelling Software for Fire
Engineering

In the past ten to fifteen years there has been a dramatic increase in the fundamental
scientific understanding of fire. This has promoted the extensive growth of mathematical
models used in fire engineering. There are now mathematical models of practically every
aspect of fire development. Models currently exit which describe; ignition, combustion,
transportation of fire products, detection of fire, effects of toxic products on occupants,
effects of smoke on occupants, evacuation, brigade response, fire suppression, structural
response and risk assessment'.

In a 1992 survey of computer models for use in fire applications, a total of 64 computer
models from ten countries were identified. They included 31 zone models, ten field
models, twelve fire endurance models, six evacuation models and five detector models'.

Zone and field models represent the two principal approaches to fire behaviour simulation.
Field models are computational models that use packs of partial differential equations to
predict the flow of smoke and air between small discrete spaces defined within a real
volume'', While zone models rely on established empirical relationships that incorporate a
number of simplifying assumptions concerning the physics of smoke movement derived
from studies of experimental fires in compartments".

Computational fluid dynamics [CFD] code is now extensively used in field models. CFD
fire models are based on first principles, using computational fluid dynamics to solve the
equations that govern the heat and mass transfer processes associated with the dispersion
of combustion products from a fire". [An overview of the principles of CFD can be read in
An Evaluation of Computational Fluid Dynamics/or Modelling Buoyancy-Driven
Displacement Ventilation,PhD thesis, De Montfort University, 1998, by M J Cook].

Currently, the focus of fire modelling development is on producing user-friendly software.
Established fire modelling software such as PHOENICS, FLOW 3D, JASMINE and
SOPHIE require the user to be an expert in CFD. SMARTFlRE, however, a package being
developed by the Fire Safety Engineering Group at Greenwich University is accessible to
non-experts in CFD such as fire fighters, architects and fire safety engineers. The system
embeds expert knowledge into CFD software. It claims to eliminate the need for
traditional, crude batch mode processing to open a new era in fire modelling with the first
CFD code offering advanced interactive intelligence. [further information on
SMARTFlRE can be gained from www.http://fseg.gre.ac.uk/fire/html]
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1 I 1 I I I Source of fire: Place of worship: large fires> 10m2

Fire Profile Summary Table

Fire ref: Disc-control Ign-disc Total Spread Act Act
mms, mins. mms. m2 code

1993
501766 75 >30 120 20 1 Fault fuel stmPly
900320 178 17.5 195.5 450 4 Malicious ign
1000534 85 >30 130 250 9 Unknown
1300900 55 17.5 72.5 30 4 Malicious ign
1800132 100 17.5 117.5 80 9 Act, motive?
1800519 85 17.5 102.5 160 4 Malicious ign
4302401 68 >30 113 45 4 Malicious ign
4603898 322 <30 367 100 4 Malicious ign
4607853 87 17.5 104.5 600 4 Malicious ign
4703414 46 <30 91 800 4 Malicious ign
5201017 68 <30 113 250 1 Fault in supply
5201787 15 <30 60 16 4 Malicious ign
5201248 110 17.5 127.5 1000 9 Unknown
5501180 17 2.5 19.5 24 4 Malicious ign
6000744 40 >30 85 15 4 Malicious ign
6200656 70 17.5 87.5 100 4 Malicious ign
6701463 28 <30 73 72 9 Act, motive?
7000013 18 <30 63 48 4 Malicious ign
7000106 54 17.5 71.5 42 4 Malicious ign
7000140 23 <30 68 97 4 Malicious ign
7003258 27 17.5 44.5 20 9 Act, motive ?
7003853 49 <30 94 252 9 Unknown
7004480 22 <30 67 60 4 Malicious ign
7704049 55 17.5 72.5 80 4 Malicious ign
7710608 4 <30 49 700 9 Act, motive?

1992
702613 70 <30 115 220 4 Malicious ign
1000292 57 <30 102 96 4 Malicious ign
1002242 35 2.5 37.5 60 4 Malicious ign
1101845 163 <30 208 800 9 Act, motive?
1300102 43 17.5 60.5 64 4 Malicious ign
2302225 20 <30 65 30 4 Malicious ign.ch
2305494 46 17.5 63.5 12 4 Malicious ign
2701959 66 17.5 83.5 58 4 Malicious ign
3002614 40 2.5 42.5 150 2 Art close to heat
4200028 32 17.5 49.5 100 4 Malicious ign
4209399 56 <30 101 1650 4 Malicious ~
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1 I 1 I 1 I Source of ignition: Place of worshiQ: large fires> 10m2

Fire Profile Summary Table

Fire ref: Disc-control Ign-disc Total Spread Act Act
mms, mins. mins. m2 code

4302348 118 <30 163 100 9 Act, motive?
4602395 93 17.5 110.5 15 4 Malicious ign
4605804 13 <30 58 12 4 Malicious ign
4610372 103 <30 148 200 9 Unknown
5205210 27 17.5 44.5 240 1 Fault in I to app
5301123 12 2.5 14.5 100 2 Spark fr ano fire
5303786 59 17.5 76.5 150 4 Malicious ign
5402645 40 <30 75 27 4 Malicious ign
5403751 15 17.5 32.5 12 4 Malicious ign
5500764 111 <30 156 2440 1 Fault in fuel sup
5502184 61 <30 106 18 2 Careless ha hot s
6400608 74 17.5 91.5 100 4 Malicious ign
6401316 33 17.5 50.5 190 4 Malicious ign
6701241 106 <30 151 1250 4 Malicious ign
7001444 29 17.5 46.5 36 4 Malicious ign
7705350 37 17.5 54.5 50 4 Malicious ign
8500675 55 17.5 72.5 30 4 Malicious ig_n

1988
101577 28 <30 73 60 9 Unknown
1000852 64 17.5 81.5 60 4 Malicious ign
1701363 151 17.5 168.5 65 1 Fault in appl
1901041 118 <30 163 33 4 Malicious ign
2000949 22 <30 67 22 4 Malicious ign
2300949 16 17.5 33.5 64 4 Malicious ign
3600632 92 17.5 109.5 360 9 Act, motive?
4301879 18 17.5 35.5 60 4 Malicious ign
4301948 40 17.5 57.5 45 4 Malicious ign
4400309 14 17.5 31.5 11 4 Malicious ig_n
4400626 48 17.5 65.5 35 4 Malic's ign.mhp
4602495 50 <30 95 12 1 Fault in fuel sup
4700329 117 17.5 134.5 500 2 Accidental act
4702357 125 17.5 142.5 650 4 Malicious ign
5000018 7 17.5 24.5 20 1 Fault in fuel sup
5000077 28 17.5 45.5 25 4 Malicious ign
5005834 25 <30 70 150 2 Accidental act
6700039 13 2.5 15.5 17 1 Fault in appl
6700306 56 <30 101 60 4 Malicious ign
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1 I 1 I I I Source of ignition: Place of worship: large fires> 10m2

Fire Profile Summary Table

Fire ref: Disc-control Ign-disc Total Spread Act Act
mms. mms. nuns. m2 code

7000784 35 17.5 52.5 100 1 Fault in fuel sup
7001673 21 2.5 23.5 24 2 Child pl wi fire
7703440 85 <30 130 600 4 Malicious ign

1987
102066 45 <30 90 35 9 Act, motive?
901103 59 <30 104 324 9 Act, motive?
1200536 82 <30 127 45 9 Act, motive?
1701468 39 <30 84 10 9 Act, motive?
2200028 64 17.5 81.5 40 9 Unknown
2202788 55 17.5 72.6 110 2 Arti too cl to he
2203421 119 17.5 136.5 490 4 Malicious ign
2300339 51 <30 96 600 9 Act, motive?
2400472 20 17.5 37.5 18 4 Malicious ign
3600115 165 <30 210 300 1 Fault in fuel sup
3901343 39 0 39 10 2 Misuse of appl
4200912 164 17.5 181.5 448 4 Malicious ign
4400250 27 17.5 44.5 12 9 Act, motive?
4502074 19 2.5 21.5 18 4 Malicious ign
4503943 120 17.5 137.5 400 9 Unknown
4605784 32 17.5 49.5 76 4 Malicious ign
4701022 55 17.5 72.5 700 4 Malicious i_gn
4701122 53 17.5 70.5 13 4 Malicious ign
4703415 45 <30 90 600 9 Act, motive?
4704366 26 <30 71 25 2 Child play wi fir
4705862 9 17.5 26.5 10 2 Accidential act
5005525 33 <30 78 50 4 Malicious ign
5012223 65 <30 110 120 9 Act, motive?
6200595 263 <30 308 50 2 Acti too cl to fir
6700617 93 2.5 95.5 600 4 Malicious ign
7001678 49 2.5 51.5 432 4 Malicious ign
7003581 42 <30 87 481 4 Malicious ign
8500359 37 17.5 54.5 100 4 Malicious ign

1986
100670 18 17.5 35.5 12 4 Malicious ign
400327 13 17.5 30.5 20 4 Malic'us ign.mp
400942 86 <30 131 200 9 Unknown
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1 I 1 I I I Source of ignition: Place of worship: large fires> 10m2

Fire Profile Summary Table

Fire ref: Disc-control Ign-disc Total Spread Act Act
mms. mins. mms. m2 code

700883 82 <30 127 16 9 Act, motive?
1100813 99 <30 144 50 1 Fault in lea to ap
1101994 57 17.5 74.5 144 9 Act, motive?
1102099 119 <30 164 200 9 Act, motive?
1300390 53 17.5 70.5 24 9 Act, motive ?
1503373 53 17.5 70.5 30 1 Fault in fuel sup
1700001 35 17.5 52.5 12 4 Malicious act
2001368 40 <30 85 72 9 Act, motive?
2302320 58 <30 103 25 4 Malicious act
2401420 23 >30 68 53 9 Act, motive?
2701437 93 <30 138 496 9 Act, motive ?
3100960 20 17.5 37.5 15 4 Malic's act. ch
3401180 60 <30 105 23 4 Malicious act
3800785 51 17.5 68.5 15 1 Fault in fuel s1.!Q_
3801191 108 0 108 1500 1 Fault in ~pl
3900071 40 <30 85 70 4 Malicious act
4200031 24 17.5 41.5 14 4 Malicious act
4202586 15 ? 15 10 4 Malic's act. eh
4202930 45 <30 90 800 2 Childpl wi fire
4203552 22 <30 67 15 4 Malicious act
4207956 93 <30 138 35 4 Malicious act
4207970 35 17.5 52.5 60 4 Malicious act
4394607 56 <30 101 900 9 Act, motive?
4402470 58 <30 103 450 9 Act, motive?
4700107 57 <30 102 80 4 Malicious act
4701485 55 <30 100 100 1 Fault in fuel s1.!Q_
5001960 103 <30 148 600 4 Malicious act
5004944 11 <30 56 40 4 Malicious act
5012323 11 17.5 28.5 20 4 Malicious act
5018498 37 17.5 54.5 95 1 Fault in fuel sul'
6300070 59 <30 104 15 1 Fault in fuel sl!E_
6400142 122 2.5 124.5 540 4 Malicious act
7001284 16 2.5 18.5 20 4 Malicious act
7001345 32 >30 77 10 4 Malicious act
7001481 16 17.5 33.5 24 4 Malicious act
7002200 61 17.5 78.5 15 4 Malicious act
7002823 30 17.5 47.5 30 4 Malicious act
7703286 12 <30 57 40 9 Act, motive?
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1 I 1 I I 1 Source of ignition: Place of worship: large fires> 10m2

Fire Profile Summary Table

Fire ref: Disc-control Ign-disc Total Spread Act Act
mins. mins. mins. m2 code

7703597 35 17.5 52.5 16 4 Malicious act
7707671 49 2.5 51.5 40 4 Malicious act
7707880 62 17.5 79.5 1105 4 Malicious act
8403082 45 <30 90 75 4 Malicious act
8500632 102 17.5 119.5 39 4 Malicious act

1985
200178 76 <30 121 525 4 Malicious act
200375 214 <30 259 1600 4 Malicious act
400670 66 <30 III 265 4 Malicious act
700527 37 <30 82 400 9 Unknown
701107 30 17.5 47.5 40 4 Malicious act
800264 98 <30 143 73 4 Malicious act
1300038 125 <30 170 1600 4 Malicious act
1701870 60 <30 105 800 9 Act, motive?
1800607 32 17.5 49.5 12 1 Fault in fuel su..£
2304117 44 17.5 61.5 104 9 Unknown
3000375 86 <30 131 500 4 Malicious act
3501436 60 <30 105 42 4 Malicious act
3701079 42 17.5 59.5 120 9 Act, motive?
4201323 173 17.5 190.5 60 4 Malicious act
4705273 124 <30 169 100 9 Act, motive?
5006113 68 <30 113 100 9 Act, motive?
5008189 20 17.5 37.5 10 4 Malicious act
5009417 64 <30 109 50 9 Act, motive?
5011595 13 17.5 30.5 15 4 Malicious act
5017022 136 17.5 153.5 750 9 Unknown
5019021 13 <30 58 18 4 Malicious act
5019091 10 2.5 12.5 20 2 Misuse of appl
5020490 11 0 11 12 2 Spark fr chim fi
5022420 62 <30 107 450 4 Malicious act
6701099 22 17.5 39.5 16 9 Unknown
7000066 60 17.5 77.5 400 9 Unknown
7000251 16 17.5 33.5 25 4 Malicious act
7000392 57 <30 102 510 4 Malicious act
7001849 27 17.5 44.5 10 2 Artie too cl to fi
7003998 36 <30 81 80 4 Malicious act
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1 I 1 I I I Source of ignition: Place of worship: large fires> 10m2

Fire Profile Summary Table

Fire ref: Disc-control Ign-disc Total Spread Act Act
nuns. mins. mins. m2 code

7700899 25 17.5 42.5 16 4 Malicious act
7706283 14 <30 59 10 9 Unknown
8300848 36 <30 81 20 9 Act, motive?
8402948 17 <30 62 20 4 Malicious act

1984
600228 58 17.5 75.5 52 1 Fault in appl
800403 117 <30 162 80 1 Fault in fuel sup
1801718 47 <30 92 30 1 Fault in appl
2200218 41 17.5 58.5 50 4 Malicious act
2300688 23 <30 68 180 2 Careles ha of he
2400262 30 17.5 47.5 80 1 Overheating
2700829 17 <30 62 500 9 Unknown
3400765 58 <30 103 600 9 Unknown
4200125 58 <30 103 36 1 Fault in fuel sup
4203647 41 <30 86 25 4 Malicious act
4208130 31 <30 76 45 4 Malicious act
4306599 39 17.5 56.5 35 9 Act, motive?
4500866 111 17.5 128.5 300 4 Malicious act
4501296 58 <30 103 225 4 Malicious act
4502795 57 <30 102 16 4 Bomb
4600574 38 <30 83 20 3 Lightning
4608052 110 17.5 127.5 80 4 Malicious act
4701922 20 <30 65 10 4 Malicious act
5008493 11 17.5 28.5 12 9 Act, motive ?
5019142 270 <30 315 70 9 Act, motive?
6200433 34 17.5 51.5 60 2 Careles ha of he
6400350 38 17.5 55.5 16 4 Malicious act
6700642 20 17.5 37.5 12 9 Act, motive?
7002573 33 2.5 35.5 25 4 Malicious act
7601054 26 <30 71 10 4 Malicious act
7706761 51 <30 96 650 4 Malicious act
7708949 167 >30 212 13 4 Malicious act

Note: Data abstracted from the Home Office database of fire incidents [methodology explained in chapter six]
Act code [defect or omission leading to ignition]:
1. Appliance or equipment faults and defects
2. Unintentional misuse of appliances
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3. Miscellaneous accidental and negligent
4. Malicious or deliberate acts
9. Cause unknown
[Codes as defined in the Home Office database of fire incidents coding reference notes]
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Appendix C5

Fire growth tables from 00240: Part 1: 1997
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Generic Fire Growth Design Data

Table 9: Fire growth parameters
Fire growth rate Fire growth parameter Time for Q£ = 1000kW

kJ/S2 S~----------------- ~----------------- ------------------Slow 0.0029 600
Medium 0.012 300
Fast 0.047 150
Ultra fast 0.188 75
Note: Qg= the rate of heat release from the fire during the growth phase (kW)

Table 10: Design fire growth rates

~~~~i~~~-------------------r~~~g~~~~!~!----------------
Dwelling Medium
Office Medium
Shop Fast
Hotel reception Medium
Hotel bedroom Medium
Picture gallery Slow
Industrial storage or plant room Ultra fast

Table 11: Suggested heat release rates per unit rate

~~~~i~~~-------------------~~~~I!~~~I!~~~~~-----------
Retail 500
Offices 250

Note: Table numbers are those used in DD240
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Appendix C6

Detailed results of the fire severity and roof collapse calculations
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Appendix D1

Fire risk assessment under the Fire Precautions (Workplace)
Regulations 1997, amended 1999
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Fire Risk Assessment under the Fire Precautions (Workplace)
Regulations 1997, amended 1999

As a member state of the European Union it was necessary to for the United Kingdom to
implement the provisions of the 1989 Framework and Workplace Directives. The
Directives introduced measures to encourage improvements in the health and safety of
workers at work and prescribed the minimum health and safety requirements with which
all workplaces (with limited exceptions) should apply.

The health and safety provisions of the Directives were implemented into the United
Kingdom by the Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1992 and the
Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992. Legislation to implement the
general fire safety provisions of the Directives came into force on 1 December 1997 [The
Fire Precautions (Workplace) Regulations 1997].

This regulation, however, was considered by the European Commission to inadequately
transposing the fire safety provision of the 1989 Framework and Workplace Directives.
Specifically the commission noted the regulation:
• many exempt premises from the Regulations should have been covered by the

directive;
• failed to reflect fully the unconditional nature of employers' responsibilities under the

two Directives.

The amended Fire Precautions (Workplace) Regulations 1999 were laid before parliament
on the 6 July and come into force on the 1 December 1999. [parish churches are not
exempt from the regulation].

The Fire Regulations impose requirements for risk-based fire precautions in the workplace.
It is a statutory duty for all employers to comply with the regulation. Where an employer
does not have control over parts of the workspace there is a responsibility on the person
who does (usually the owner or landlord). Every employer must conduct a fire risk
assessment, either as part of the general review of health and safety risks, which are
already carried out under the Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1992,
or as a specific exercise.

The regulations provide for minimum fire safety standards. Employers must:
• Check that a fire can be detected in a reasonable time and that people can be warned;
• Check that people who may be in the building can get out safely;
• Provide reasonable fire-fighting equipment;
• Check that those in the building know what to do if there is a fire;
• Check and maintain the fire safety equipment.

There exists at present [August 1999], consideration confusion as to the required
assessment approach suitable. Firstly, many employers are unclear as to how to carry out a
risk assessment. Various guidance documents are available to assist employer such as the
Fire Safety: An employer's Guide'; Fire Risk Management in the Workplace' and Fire
Precautions in the Workplace', In addition, numerous 'offthe shelf assessment
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procedures are on public sale, many of which are only suitable for certain types of
workplace and if applied indiscriminately can create inaccurate outcomes. Many large
employers are employing the services of fire engineers to set-up and implement bespoke
fire assessment procedures. For smaller business, this option is not financially realistic.
The Federation of Small Businesses" has recently conducted a survey of members and
found that 80% knew nothing about the Fire Precaution (Workplace) Regulations in
February 1999. The approach of fire authorities to the enforcement of the regulations is
also shown to be inconsistent. The survey by the Federation of Small Businesses showed
that fire authorities would take the following approaches.

Approach of local fire authorities to the informant of the Fire Precaution
(Workplace) Regulations 1997

15~r---------------

5~]1~~~----------

IO+D~--------------
No.

2 3 4

I. No random checks
2. Checking based on risk rating
3. Random checking
4. Inspect every workplace

The fire authorities are also currently developing their own risk assessment procedures for
enforcement proposes. There again, currently, appears to be very little joint developments.

References
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Church profiles
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Appendix E2

Home Office fire incident report form [FDR1]
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Report of Fire : Brigade DCall No

Tick broken boxes Additional particulars
if applicable to follow on FOR 2 Yes:

,--------:

j--------
: No
'--- - -- _ ..

Criterion numberts] if
fire of special interest

,---- ID
DD~-.----.I

1 General
Division D Stn ground L~1.1 Identification of incident: Date

Address .

...............................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Name(s) of occupier(s) : .

1.2 Times:
Estimated time interval :'i5{si:overeaat"~ fShortiFme-"-', f1=airijiongilme; :'iieriiong-fime-': D
from ignition to discovery ~. !!lfJ.!tLo_n_. .. ; ~i;e.:_l!_lJ.qe_r_ ~ !'20..s~ L &I!. _5..-:::::}q!1'!i!.1~__: ~is._o,v!!_3_Q lJI..i!.1_sJ .

Time of I ITime of 1st I ITime of I ITime I ITim~ last rl----'I
discovery . call to FB L.. ... arrival of FB ... ..J under control L ..J. ~~ft};~~aeL.. ~

...- Person via --,

Method of call: ~·9.9.9-·: Od,~~-t~~':R~~~,:n~-C;i/:
~ J :... ~ l ~

1.3 Discovery and call: r+ Automatic fire detector ---,
Fire discovered by: ,p.- ..... -: "- .. --.~ r- ..... -., '., .. -.--~ .-----,

~_~~~~_J ~!'!!~~~~~: Heat: ~~_"!~~~j other (specify) ..
r--r- Automatic via -,

r , ,.. .... I
'{:entralalarm; ;Exchange tel;.... 1 '- J

r-------,
'pirect line..._----_ ... o

Other (specify) .

1.4 Further information .

:.:::'::.:.:::::::::::::::::::":.::.::"::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::.::'::::::::::::":.::::':.::::::':.::::::::::::'::::'::::::::.'.::'.:':::::::.::'.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::]'1
2 Location of fire

Type of property where fire started: 0
Fires in buildings only: Description of building

2.1

2.2

i)

,..------ .,
~~e_t~c_~e_~:

r---------,
'Semi-deteched.

,..-------,
:Terraced;.._ - - _ ............

r - _......_......

: Other:
~7nite.- ': :Mulr/pTe-occ~ :Mu7t7pleace: :Uncie;--- --~

ii) g'!t;,up!,:r~ ~s..a!'!.e_l!.s~__ ; :c!_i!~e!e_n_t_U~I!; ~cP.n_sy_u~~igf}.
2.3 Fires in buildings or ships: Details of location of fire

,.._ ............ _,
'Deretict:

,..- _--- --- ..
. "!_n~~c_u!'_ie_~

oo
Floor of origin L.I ....I
Place where iO~Ro~-f: lOttier-externa;: f~ft~g~/: ;'Rooi ~ :Room~cibl;';
firestarted I L .J L.S!!!!~t'!.'!! .J ~ JI . ~!~i!.C~_J l.e_tq. ~

Use of room. cabin, ~:~;:~::: ~~:.~~~.t.i~.~~~~~.~~~.~.) (.~~~.t'~~.e.~ D
Openings: Internal External --,

j ,..---- ... -r ,..------, ,--------, J • r-----' r------,
~_"!~~:_J ~~_~~~i ~~o!!'_e_o~:~j ~ ~~~e__: :_A}~S~~~i

D

2.4 Fires in vessels, caravans, trailers or outdoor plant only:

Dimensions in metres: Length 1 1 Width I I Height 1 I
Materials of construction ~ 0

,..------- ,
:Someopen:l. J o

2.5 Fires starting in road vehicles:
Make and Model Fuel Reg no........................... 0
2.6 Further information .

~:~:~::1::::::::::·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::'::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::'.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::JL- __ -'
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3 Construction of building or ship (if not applicable. tick box
and complete Part 4 next!

inor--i
I applic ..1.. oJ

3.1 General :-- ---..,
Yes

1.. J (continue!

r--- -.,
: No :
'------..!

(Part 4
next! DI s there any evidence of heat damage to the structure?

Approximate year
of construction '- _J

Number of 1 Ibasements i, __
Number of r-I
floors L___j

3.2 Approximate dimensions: (in metres!

Length

I
Width

B
Height

IOf room. cabin etc of origin

Of premises or ship

3.3 Materials of construction and linings etc. directly affected by fire: (underline or specify.as appropriate)

Roof /roof lining Walls Wall lining Ceiling Ceiling lining Floor Floor covering

asphaltlbitumen asbestos asbestos brick/rile

concrete brick/stone painronly concret« paint only chipboard C8rp~t

felt breeze block paper fibreboard paper concrete linoleum

glass chipboard planer la th & plasrer plastiCS ~arrh paint only

metal concrete plastics plaster timber metal plastics

plastics fibreboard timber plasterboard timber

slate/tile ptesterboerd plastics

timber timber timber

• • • • • • •.-................................ ............. ........ ............ ,.................... ............. .................... ...... ................................ ................................

I r I 1 I 1 I I, >''---_--I 1,--_·, 1 I

~...~ ....~~.~.~~~..i.~~~~.~~~.i.~~.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::LI.:...:.._.:...:...;..:...J

4 Extinction of fire
4.1 Sprinklers and drenchers in area involved in fire: (if none. tick box and answer 4.2 next)

r---"-""'I

: none:
... _---_ .....

Effect:
~t5rc{not~
~qP._e.!i!..tp.;

<:Controlied;
~fke .__.;

Number of heads actuated IL ..1
rExtr,jgu7shed~ D.
~(jt:.e ~

Installation: [~~~~~~~!~~

give reason D
4.2 Methods of fighting the fire:
Before arrival of Fire Brigade 11
............................................................................................... _ ~

Methods used by Fire Brigade .

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ~

..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................L....:2J
4.3 Attendance of Fire Brigade: (exCluding relief attendance!

Name and rank of person in charge of 1st attendance : .

Name and rank of person in charge of fire .

Number of persons - Station Officer and above;_~===::1

I I- below Station Officer Number of major pumping appliances

4.4 Further information
.......................... :.... :::.:::::.:.:::::.:::::::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::·::::::·::::::·::::::::::::::L-I _ __J
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5 Damage and spread
5.1 Description of damage:

i) ~~s~tem ignited ,.---------------------------------1.-<;-:-;-:.-1i-',.

I" J
ii) To room, cabin etc

of origin

iii) Elsewhere on
floor, deck etc
of origin

ivI Elsewhere in
building, ship,
etc of origin

v) Outdoor spread;
spread beyond
building, ship,
plant, vehicle etc.

I
5.2 Total horizontal area damaged: (in SQuare metres)

Area damaged by direct burning Total area damaged

In buildings or ships

Not in buildings or ships

5.3 If any livestock were killed specify:
Species

.......................................1'--..___.I IL--'--__.I ~I !._______:
Species Number Species Number Number

5.4 Further information ...-----
i

.....................................................................................................................................................................................................................l.- ....l

6 Supposed cause of fire

6.2 Further information .

:::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::.:::..::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::":::::':::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::Il..... _ ___.IIL-_--,!
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7 Life risk
7.1 Involvement of persons: (as known to Fire Brigade)

Approximate number of persons at discovery of fire in:

i) ROOr'!'!Jr cabin et~ I I ii) Other parts of building, I I
of ongln. _ vehicle etc L. _

Approximate total number who left the affected property because of the fire 1 I
Fixed fire I I
escape L. __ _JI_ Ladder .....1_--"I
Approximate numbers of those who escaped by unusual routes

Through I Iwindow ~. _
Drainpipe, I I
sheet rope,
etc '------

Climbing I I
over roof,
ledge etc ~.-----

~~.~:~ ..~.~~~~~:.~:~.~:~ ..(.~~~::~~.~.~.~.:~~ ..~.~.~.~~~.~~~.).::::::.':::.':::::::::.'::.':::::::::::::::.'::::::::::::: .... ::::::::::: .... ..:::::::::::::::::::.·::::::::.·.·:::.·::::::::.·:rt,-···· ..-. -.,.- ::-.71/1

7.2 Fatalities, other casualties and rescues: (complete one line for each person. Always refer to
Guidance Notes for the codes to be entered In cols. '·6)

Name
6

Rescue
Method

A

2 3
Age Status Location Circs I Fata1;ty/

Casualty

5
Rescued
by

..........................................................................................I----+--~r----t-----t----+-----i----I
B..........................................................................................i----it-----jr-----jr---t---t-----T----1
C..........................................................................................I----+--"'"'""ir----t-----t----+-----i----I
D..........................................................................................I----+----Ir----t-----t----+-----i----I
E..........................................................................................f----it----ir----i:----t---+---+----1

f 1-----11----+-----:------11----+----+-----1
G..........................................................................................1----+--~r---~----t----+-----i---~
H..............................................................................................__---'L-__ '--- '---_---& __ --L__ __.:.,.__ ......

.~ ...~.....~~.~.~~~..i.~.~~~~.~~.~~.~.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::':::::.::::::'::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::::::::::....I ,_,_....._...-',I

8 Explosions and dangerous substances
8.1 Explosions:

,..- ------ --,
: Explosion :
Lc_a_u_se_~!i:_e_ ~

r---- - -- --,
, Fire caused:
l:~~~o!~o_n__ ; D

Substance

8.2 Dangerous substances affecting fire fighting or development of fire:

Amount Effect on fire or firefightingCircs 0

..................................................................I--.,__..--:-}- I--~ U· '

.................................................................. ·:'i.····.:.:.:.t--::---- I--~ ~
'. '/)LY:i'

OM= being made S = in storage T = in transit U = being used

8.3 Further information 'r-:---:---:- ~

.......................................................................................................................................... ~ .1 .' .~ <••J,.,2;;_:;(;;:;1

Bas 51105/321 800m 10178 P

Signature .. Rank .. Date , : .
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Summary of Home Office Past Fire Incident Statistics
for Places of Worship

These results have been abstracted from the Home Office database of past fire incidents in
places of worship. [reports of fires filed on form FDRl, see appendix E2]

The Sample

Building type
Buildings of worship [churches, mosques, synagogues]

Number offires
3238

Period
1983-1993

Location
The United Kingdom

Number of flres per year
1983 247
1984 222
1985 270
1986 296
1987 265
1988 372
1989 539
1990 241
1991 250
1992 253
1993 283

Site of Building
City/town centre 7%
Suburb 31%
Rural village 49%
Standing in isolation 10%
Unspecified 3%
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Summary Results

Cause of fire
Appliance or equipment faults and defects 15%
Unintentional misuse of appliances 7%
Miscellaneous accidental and negligent 19%
Malicious or deliberate act 47%
Other 120/0

Composition of itemfirst ignited
Paper/cardboard 25%
Timber 14%
Plastic
Textiles
Unknown
Other

9%
4%
24%
24%

Location of fire origin
Room in building
External fitting
Other external structure
Roof
Roof space

77%
8%
7%
5%
3%

Room offlre origin {% of77% offires]
Place of worship 50%
Storeroom 17%
Boiler room 10%
Kitchen 8%
Main hall 5%
Corridor 4%
Cloakroom 3%
Office 3%

Time between ignition and discovery of thefire
Discovered at ignition 7%
Discovered in under 5 minutes 27%
Discovered between 5 and 10 minutes 41%
Discovered over 30 minutes 23%
Not specified 2%

Hours of call out {1992 and 1993 figures only available!
12.00midnight-4.00am 12%
4.01am-8.00am 8%
8.01am-12.00noon 14%
12.01pm-4.00pm 20%
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4.01pm-8.00pm
8.01pm-12.00midnight

Extent of Fire Spread
To item ignited
To content of room
To fittings in the room
To structure of the room
To elsewhere on the floor
To elsewhere in the building
Beyond the building

Discovered of fire
By person 99%
Smoke detector 1%

Sprinklers in the Building
None 99.5%
Automatic 0.25%
Manual 0.25%

26%
20%

25%
13%
8%
39%
6%
8%
1%

Casualties
No casualties 97%
At least one casualty but no fatalities 2%
At least one rescue but no casualties 1%
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An Evaluation of Fire Safety in Churches

QUESTIONNAIRE

Alex Copping
Department of Building Studies
School of the Built Environment

De Montfort University
The Gateway

Leicester
LE36FD
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Introduction

As a collection, the parish churches of England and Wales amount to one of the
greatest single contributions to our national heritage. Their age, history and
appearance, the quality of materials and craftsmanship, all combine to make their
fabric and content of significant historical and architectural merit.

Fire continues to represent a serious threat to churches. Figures published by the
Ecclesiastical Insurance Group (EIG) have shown that on average between 1990 and
1994 the cost of fire losses amounted to £5.3 million and that one in two churches can
expect to suffer damage from fire.

Aim of the Questionnaire

I am a lecturer conducting a PhD research programme into fire safety in places of
worship. This questionnaire has been sent to all parishes in the Leicester diocese. As
the rector/vicar of the identified church [see over leaf] it would help me considerably
if you could take time to complete his questionnaire.

The aim of the survey is to investigate how fire safety is managed in parish churches.
The questionnaire seeks information on the use and layout of your church, existing
fire and security measures, property management issues, details of any fire incidents
and asks for your subjective judgement on the historical and architectural merit of
fabric and content.

General Information

The questionnaire should take you approximately 15 minutes to complete. The
questions are set with multiple-choice answers. Please circle the number(s), which
best fit your own answer(s). Please give your own views where appropriate. The boxes
on the right of each page are merely an aid for analysis of the results, please ignore
them.

All the information gathered will be treated instrict confidence and will be used only
for the purpose of my research.

When you have completed the questionnaire, please return it in the pre-paid envelope
provided.

If you have any queries I can be contacted on: Tel: 0116 2506250 or e-mail:
acopping@dmu.ac.uk

Alex Copping
January 1998
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An Evaluation of Fire Safety in Churches

Ref. no.

General Details
Church:
Address:
Deanery:

I. Where is your church located?
(please circle the corresponding number)

Town/city centre I
Town/city suburb 2
Village 3
Isolated location 4

2. How long have you been vicar to the church?
(please circle the corresponding number)

< 1 yr. 1
1 - 2 yr. 2
> 2 - < 5 yr. 3
> 5 - < 10 yrs. 4
> 10 yrs. 5

Age and value of your church and its content

3. How old is your church? Indicate the age(s) of your churches fabric?
(please circle all of the corresponding numbers applicable)

Saxon [600 - 1066] 1
Norman [1066 - 1190] 2
Early English [1140 - 1260] 3
Decorated [1250 - 1360] 4
Perpendicular [1340 - 1700] 5
Renaissance [1680 - 1800] 6
Victorian [1800 - 1900] 7
Modem classical [1900 - today] 8
Contemporary [1900 - today] 9

3a. If an exact date of construction is known please specify:

The answers to questions 4a. 4b. & 5 require your subjective judgement only

E4 -3
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5. If your church was destroyed, at what level would the historical and architectural loss of its
fabric and content be felt?
(p/ease circle the corresponding number)

Local 1
Regional 2
National 3
International 5

Use of the building

6. On average how many hours per week is the building occupied?
(p/ease circle the corresponding number)

< 2hrs. 1
2 - < 5hrs. 2
5 - <IOhrs. 3
10 - <20hrs. 4
>20hrs. 5

7. Other than for services, what other activities occur in your church?
(p/ease circle all of the corresponding numbers applicable)

Choir practice I
Organ practice 2
Church meeting 3
Outside organisation meeting 4
Exhibition 5
Concert 6
Other 7

Please specify:

8. Who holds a key to your church?
(please circle all of the corresponding numbers applicable)

Vicar 1
Church warden 2
Choir master 3
Tower captain
Organist
Other

4
5
7

Please specify:

9. Is the church locked when unoccupied?
(p/ease circle the corresponding number)

Yes 1
No 2

) O. Does your church contain an office which is used daily?
(please circle the corresponding number)

Yes 1
No 2

lOa. If yes does the office employ more than one person?
(p/ease circle the corresponding number)

Yes I
No 2
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please specify:

Church Arrangement

II. Where is the organ located in your church?
(please circle the corresponding number)

Chancel I
Nave 2
South aisle 3
North aisle 4
Tower ground floor 5
Tower first floor 6
Transept extension 7
Other 8

Please specify:

12. Where is the vestry located in your church?
(please circle the corresponding number)

Chancel I
Nave 2
South aisle 3
North aisle 4
Tower ground floor 5
Tower first floor 6
Transept extension
Vestry extension 7
Other 8

Please specify:

13. What type of heating does your church have?
(please circle the corresponding number)

Oil fired central heating I
Natural gas central heating 2
Gas central heating 3
Hot air heating 4
Electric radiant heating 5
Gas radiant heating 6
Other 8

Please specify:

14. If you have an oil storage tank where is it located?
(please circle the corresponding number)

Free standing in the grave yard I
Sited against a side of the church 2
Stands within the boiler house 3
Other 5

please specify:

15. If you have a boiler where is it located?
(please circle the corresponding number)

Separate boiler house I
Boiler house under the church 2
Boiler house attached to the church 3
Boiler house within the church 4
Other 5
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Property Management

16. Have any member(s) of your PCC had any commercial experience in building maintenance?
(please circle the corresponding number)

Yes I
No 2
Don't know 3

16a. If yes please give details:

17. Have any member(s) of your pce had any commercial experience in fire safety
management?
(please circle the corresponding number)

Yes I
No 2
Don't know 3

17a. If yes please give details:

18. To which of the following sources have you turned when requiring advise on fire safety?
(please circle all of the corresponding numbers applicable)

Loss prevention council literature I
Ecclesiastical Insurance Group literature 2
Council for the Care of Churches literature 3
Local fire prevention officer 4
Ecclesiastical Insurance Group surveyor 5
Archdeacon 6
Diocesan management
Diocesan appointed architect
Independent fire engineer
Produce supplier
Other

7
8
9
10
I I

Please specify:

19. Do you feel that your pce places a sufficient level of emphasis on the issue of fire safety in
your church?
(please circle the corresponding number)

Yes, seen as very important I
Given some importance 2
No, not seen as important 3
cnher 4

Please specify:

20. Approximately, how much money has the pec spent on fire safety in the last five years?
(please circle the corresponding number)

None I
Less than £ 100 2
£100-£500 3
£500-£1000 4
£1000-£5000
More than £5000 5
Don't know 6
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20a. Can you please detail what the money was spent on:

21. How many times in the last five years has a fire prevention officer surveyed your church?
(please circle the corresponding number)

None 1
Once 2
Twice 3
More three times
Don't know

4
5

22. How regularly does an Ecclesiastical Insurance Group (EIG) surveyor survey your church?
(please circle the corresponding number)

Annually 1
Every 2nd yr. 2
Every 3rd yr. 3
Other 4

Please specify:

23. Has the EIG ever offered you a reduction in premium if your fire safety measures are
upgraded?
(please circle the corresponding number)

Yes
No
Don't know

1
2
3

24. Do you receive effective feedback from your quinquennial surveys regarding fire safety?
(please circle the corresponding number)

Yes I
No 2
Don't know 3

25. Does your PCC have a fire safety management policy [ a policy which details your fire risk
management strategy, emergency evacuation and salvage plan]
(please circle the corresponding number)

Yes 1
No 2
Don't know 3

26. Do you have an accurate inventory of the buildings content?
(please circle the corresponding number)

Yes 1
No 2
Don't know 3

26a. If yes, in what form is the inventory?
(please circle the corresponding number)

Paper based list
List plus photographs
Computer based with photo's
Don't know

1
2
3
4
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Fire safety and Security Measures

27. Which of the following fire safety and security measures are installed in your church?
(please circle a// of the corresponding numbers applicable)

Portable fire extinguishers 1
Hose reels 2
Fire blankets 3
Wet/dry risers
Sprinkler system
Fire detection & alarm system
Exit, safety signs and notices
Fire doors
Security alarm
Surveillance camera
Security lighting
Emergency telephone
Other

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

please specify:

28. In an emergency, approximately, to what proportion of your church could a fire engine gain
access to within 5 metres?
(please circle the corresponding number)

100% 1
750/0 2
50% 3
25%
None

4
5

28a. If none, approximately what is the nearest distance in metres, a fire engine could
got to your church? (please specify) _

29. How sufficient do you consider the current fire safety measures in your church to be?
(please circle the corresponding number)

Good 1
Adequate 2
Poor 3

29a. What fire safety improvements, ifany, do you consider are needed?

Finally-Incident of Fire

30. Has the church ever experienced a frre(s)?
(please circle the corresponding number)

Yes 1
No 2
Don't know 3

Jfyour church has not experienced an incident of fire turn to the end of the questionnaire

30a. )fyes, when was the most recent fire?
(please circle the corresponding number)

< 1 year ago
> 1 but < 10 yrs. ago
> 10 but < 50 yrs. ago
> 50 years ago

1
2
3
4
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31 What level of damage did the most recent fire cause?
(please circle the corresponding number)

Minor I
Major 2
Don't know 3 D

32. How was the most recent fire caused?
(please circle the corresponding number)

Technological failure: electrical etc I
Human carelessness: dropping lite mat. etc 2
Deliberate fire raising: arson 3
Natural phenomena: lightning etc 4
Don't know 5 o

33. Where did the most recent fire start?
(please circle the corresponding number)

Area of worship I
Vestry 2
Tower 3
Porch 4
Boiler room 5
Outside of church 6
Don't know 7
Other 8

Please specify:

Thank you for completing this questionnaire.
Please could you enclose a plan of your church with the questionnaire if you have one available.
If you have any additional comments that you feel are relevant to the study please write them in the space below.

Vicarage address: .

As a follow up to this survey a number of churches will be selected for a site visit during the spring 1998. If you
are happy to be contacted please complete the details below:

Name: .

Telephone number: .

Please return the completed questionnaire in the pre-paid envelope provided. Thank you
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AN EVALUATION OF FIRE SAFETY IN ANGLICAN CHURCHES

POSTAL QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY, MARCH 98

Alex Copping, Lecturer, School of the Built Environment, De Montfort University,
Leicester, tel: 01162506250

The Sample

The questionnaire was sent to all 310 churches in the Leicester diocese. A 42%
response was received of which 3no. questionnaires were invalid, leaving a useable
response rate of 41%.

Diocese breakdown
Archdeaconry of Leicester 54no
Archdeaconry of Loughborough 74no

Archdeaconry of Leicester
Deaneries
Christianity North 4no
Christianity South 12no
Framland 20no
Gartree I 9no
Gartree II 5no
Goscote 4no

Archdeaconry of Loughborough
Deaneries
East Akeley 15no
South Akeley 4no
West Akeley 7no
Guthlaxton I 7no
Guthlaxton II 13no
Sparkenhoe West 14no
Sparkenhoe East 14no

Location
Town/city centre 10%
Town/city suburb 15%
Village 65%
Isolated location 7%

Size {seating capacity}
0-100 17%
101 - 200 42%
201 - 300 23%
301 - 400 13%
401 - 500 3%
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501 - 600 2%

Age of construction
Pre-1914 89%
Post-1921 9%

Statutory listing
Grade I 20%
Grade II 23%
Grade 11* 44%
Not listed 11%
[2%: not known]

Questionnaire Results

Use of the building

The average hours of church occupation per week is:
< 2hrs 36%
2 - < 5hrs 30%
5 - <lOhrs 17%
10 - <20hrs 11%
>20hrs 6%

Churches are left unlocked when unoccupied during the day in 20% of cases

7% of the surveyed churches have an office in the building which is used daily

44% of the offices employ more than one person [only 3% of the churches surveyed
have an office which is used daily and employs more than one person]

The number of key holders for the surveyed churches ranges from 1no. to 20no. the
average being 5no.

Other than for services the following activities take place in the surveyed churches:
Concerts 60%
Church functions (meetings, festivals, Christmas fair) 59%
Organ practice 43%
Choir practice 38%
Exhibitions 23%
Outside organisation meetings/functions
Bell ringing practice
Sunday school/pram clubs
Coffee mornings (daily)
Guided tours (educational visits)

19%
9%
6%
2%
2%
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Church Arrangement

The organ is located in the following positions:
Chancel 56%
(with the bulk accommodated in a transept extension or aisle)
Nave 12%
South aisle 6%
North aisle 15%
Tower ground floor
Tower first floorlbalcony
Other location
[I %: no organ]

2%
6%
2%

The location of the organ can also be represented as shown below:
East end 56%
Mid building 12%
South side 7%
North side 16%
West end
[1%: on organ]

8%

The vestry is located in the following positions:
Extension/room off the chancel 38%
Part of the nave 4%
Part of the north aisle 11%
Part of the south aisle 5%
Vestry extension not off the chancel 19%
Tower ground floor 14%
Tower first floor 2%
Other locations 5%
[2%: no vestry]

The churches surveyed have the following types of heating:
Hot water radiator [central heating] 45%
Ducted warm air system 9%
Gas radiant heaters 7%
Electric radiant heaters 36%
Electric convector heaters
[ 16% has more than one type]
[2% of churches have no heating]
[2%: no response]

9%

53% of the surveyed churches have boilers which are fuelled as follows:
Oil 15%
Gas 85%
Solid fuel 0%

Of the 8% of surveyed churches with oil fuelled boilers the oil storage tank is located
as follows:
Free standing in the grave yard 50%
Sited against a side of the church 50%
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Of the 53% of surveyed churches with boilers, the boiler is located in the following
positions:
Separate boiler house detached from the church 9%
Boiler house attached to the church 24%
Boiler house under the church 40%
Boiler within a room in the church 17%
[ 10%: no response]

Property Management

37% ofPCC's have (a) member(s) with commercial building maintenance experience
[7% didn't know] [2%: no response]

The experience has been gained through:
Management experience 88%
Practical experience 15%

The most common professions being:
Architect 22%
Retired builder 22%
Current owner of a builder firm 8%

17% ofPCC's have (a) member(s) with commercial experience in fire safety
management [23% didn't know] [3%: no response]

41% of those with fire safety management experience are responsible for fire safety at
their place of work, while 29% have previously worked in the fire safety industry

PCC members turn to the following sources when seeking advice on fire safety:
Ecclesiastical Insurance Group literature 58%
Local fire prevention officer 41%
Ecclesiastical Insurance Group surveyor 29%
Produce supplier 24%
Diocesan appointed architect 20%
Council for the Care of Churches literature 13%
Independent fire engineer 12%
Archdeacon 9%
Loss Prevention Council literature 4%
Diocesan management 1%
Health and Safety advisor 1%
Institution of Fire Engineers 1%

The level of emphasis placed on fire safety by pce's is as follows:
Seen as very important 28%
Given some importance 58%
Not seen as important 9%
[5%: no response]
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The amount of money spent on fire safety in the last 5 years is as follows:
None 13%
Less than £ 100 20%
£100-£500 37%
£500-£ 1000 13%
£1000-£5000 20/0
More than £5000 8%
[3% didn 't know]
[4%: no response]

Money for fire safety was spent on the following items (or a combination of):
Fire extinguisher - their replacement, annual hire fee, servicing, maintenance 82%
Re-wiring - inspection, replacement 7%
Lightning conductor - inspection, replacement 5%
Emergency lighting 3%
Illuminated fire exit signs 4%
Smoke alarms 1%
Guards for gas radiant heaters 1%
Fire blanket 1%
[8%: no response]

In the last five years the surveyed churches have invited a fire prevention officer to
their premises at the following number of occasions:
None 45%
Once
Twice

21%
3%

Three or more times 7%
[22% didn't know]
[2%: no response]

Ecclesiastical Insurance Group surveyors are visiting the surveyed churches at the
following frequency:
Annually
Every 2nd yr.
Every 3rd yr.
Every 4th yr.
Every 5th yr.
Between 5 and 10 years
Not aware of any survey in the last 10 yrs. 13%
[16% didn't know]
[37%: no response]

1%
0%
12%
0%
10%
11%

Only 3% of pee's have been offered a reduction in their premium if the fire safety
measures in the church are upgraded [34% didn't know] [2%: no response]

45% consider that they receive effective feedback from their quinquennial surveys
regarding fire safety [19% didn 't know] [ 8%: no response]

Only 6% of pee's consider themselves to have a fire safety management policy [9%
didn't know] [2%: no response]
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92% of the surveyed churches have an inventory or terrier of their building content [4%
didn't know] [1%: no response]

Of those with an inventory they are in the following forms:
Paper based list 31%
List plus photographs 62%
[4% didn't know]
[3%:no response]

Fire Safety and Security Measures

The surveyed churches have the following types of fire safety and security measures
installed:
Portable fire extinguishers 91%
Hose reels 0%
Water buckets 1%
Fire blankets 10%
Sprinkler system 0%

Wet/dry risers 2%
Fire detection and alarm system 4%
Exit, safety signs and notices 12%
Lighting conductor 80%
Fire doors 3%

Security alarm 5%
Surveillance camera 2%
Security lighting 8%
Emergency telephone 9%
Security bars on windows 1%

The following percentage of surveyed churches can be accessed by a fire engine to
within 5 metres:
100% 29%
75% 6%
50% 16%
25% 12%
None 36%
[ I%: no response]

Of those 36% with no access to within 5 metres the nearest a fire engine can get is:
>5-<10m 0%
10-<15m 27%
15-<20m 12%
20-<25 14%
25-<30 16%
30-<50 10%
50-<100 10%
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>100 8%
[3%: no response]

peC's consider their current fire safety measures to be:
Good 9%
Adequate 73%
Poor 13%
[5%: no response]

What fire safety improvements do you consider necessary? [a range of comments
were made of which the following were the most common]:
Lay a mains water supply to the church 5%
Develop a fire safety management policy 6%
Install more fire extinguisher 2%
Provide a safer storage area for combustible materials 3%
Install exit signs 2%
[72%: no response)

Other comments included:
• Remove bottled gas radiant heaters
• Remove excess pews
• Install a hard wired smoke detection system
• Install emergency lighting in the church
• Add an automatic cut-off to the electricity mains
• Improve the access to enable fire engines to reach the building
• Provide training in the use of fire safety measures to pee members and all regular

users
• Improve emergency exits

Church Value

If their church was destroyed, the respondents considered the historical and
architectural loss of the fabric and content to be felt:
Locally 66%
Regionally 21%
Nationally 12%
Internationally 1%

Incidences of flre

10% of churches surveyed have experienced an incidence of fire [6% didn't know]

Of those 10% the fire occurred:
< 1 year ago 8% [Ino]
> 1 but < 10 yrs. ago 25% [3no]
> 10 but < 50 yrs. ago 67% [8no]
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The level of damage in 25% of the fires was major, while in the other 75%, the fires
were mmor

The causes of the fires were:
Technological failure: electrical etc.
Human carelessness: dropping lite material etc.
Deliberate fire raising: arson
Natural phenomena: lightning etc.
[25% 3no didn't know)

25% [3no]
8% [l no]
34% [4no]
8% [Ino]

The fires started in the following locations:
Area of worship 34% [4no]
Vestry 17% [2no]
Tower 17% [2no]
Porch 8% [lno]
Boiler room 8% [lno]
Outside of the church 8% [1no]
(8% Ino didn't know)
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Spatial Layout Classification

Introduction
The developed spatial layout classification system enables each church to receive a code
[see below] which can generate a rapid identification of the layout and interface
relationships. The system has the potential to act as a framework for the co-ordination of
spatial and fire safety data.

classic form common sub-assembly

\ // special sub-assembly code

Classification code: C?IC/S/SS
, special, special sub-assembly

code

Each church layout is created from one of the illustrated classic forms. The addition of
appropriate additional sub-assemblies enables most individual church layouts to be
accommodated.

Classical forms

Cl: Twelfth century form
(nave and chancel]

C2: Twelfth century cross church with
nave, chancel, transepts and central
lantern tower

C3: Typical fifteenth century parish church with nave, chancel,
north and south aisle, west tower and south porch
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Pool of sub-assemblies

1. Nave

,
- - - -~ - - - - -1
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

b

,- _-
o

e f
o...............

2. Chancel

~" "~ " " "I
.............

K~: t
All sub-assemblies relate to N

= physical division [including door access]
= open interface between sub-assemblies

- ..
o 0

d
o 0........................

A sample of the sub-assembly pool only is provided here.
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Fuel Load Surveys

After conducting the first fuel load survey it became clear that in order to carry out a
structured series of surveys, a list of measurement rules and assumption were required. The
following list details the criteria used for the ten sample church fuel load surveys.

Measurement Criteria Used

• A mobile fuel load is taken as any item which can be removed without effecting the
shell of the building and/or the structural members. Wood block flooring is immobile,
full room height partitioning is immobile, but wooden wall panelling and semi-room
height partition screens are mobile fuel loads.

• Very temporary items such as exhibition boards are not included in the fuel load
survey.

• Doors are included in the sub-assembly into which they swing.

• Wooden partitions with doors are included in the sub-assembly into which the door
swings.

• Lath and plaster internal roof covering is taken as being backed by close boarding.

• Roof rafts are all measured from the wall plate.

• Carved screens are measured as being either a quarter, half or three quarters solid
timber.

• Moulding on front of wall plates not measured. If not seen wall plate taken as
O.100xO.200.

• Pianos are measured as a simple rectangular box (timber 30mm thickness).

• Organs are measurement as a rectangle less the top (timber 30mm thickness).

• Wooden block flooring is measured as being 30mm thickness.

• Close roof boarding is taken as being 19mm thick.

• Post and panel pews measured as 35mm average timber thickness.

• Table tops measured as 25mm thick.

• Timber thickness in cupboards measured as 25mm.
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Standard unit rates used"

• Carpet with underlay measured at 3.93kglm3

• Carpet without underlay measured at 2.43kglm3

• Light curtains and table coverings (altar tables) measured at 0.577kglm2

• Heavy velvet curtains measured at 0.721kglm2

• Loading for books measured at 701kg/m'

• Bell ropes taken as 0.200kglm

• Cassocks measured as 14.800kglm of cupboard space

• Combustible cupboard content estimated as 50kglm3

• Flags and banners measured as 0.365kglm2

• Pew seat covers taken as 2.000kglm2

• Prayer cushions measured as either large 0.700kg, small 0.350kg

• Door mat measured as 6.805kglm2

• Raised floor carcassing measured as O.007m3/m2 [of raised floor]

• Samples of each material weighed and measured by the author.

Other notes

• A pitch pine density of 547kglm3
1 used to convert all wood volumes to mass loads

Reference

1 LAVER G M, The Strength Properties of Timber, British Research Establishment,
London, 1983,pl0
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'Non-expert' data collection survey pro-forma
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Photographic Survey

Church: .............................
Print: Measured items: Notes:
number
sub-assembly
direction~-----------------~-----------------~-----------------
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Historic Property 'Value' Assessment Pro-forma
Combining cultural and loss impact factors

Cultural value - historic
No Yes - Yes - Yes -

limited average extensive

Does the building's fabric contain authentic material from 0 2 3
past periods or phases of construction?
Does the building contain authentic fixtures/fittings or 0 2 3
contents from past periods or phases of construction?
Is there any archaeological evidence of previous 0 2 3
construction?

Total to be carried forward:................... [sumof section]

Cultural value: aesthetic
No Yes - Yes - Yes -

poor average good

Is the building a single dominant architectural design or is 0 I 2 3
the building an interaction between two or more styles?
Does the building's fabric contain art and craft work? 0 2 3
Does any of the fixtures/fittings or content involve art and 0 2 3
craft work?

Total to be carried forward:................... [sumof section]

Cultural value: townlvillagescape
No Yes - Yes - Yes -

limited average extensive

How does the setting of the building give it 'appearance 0 2 3
value'?
Does the buildings location give it any townlvillagescape 0 2 3
value?

Total to be carried forward:................... [sumof section]

Loss impact: public reaction
Com. Region. Nation. Internat.

How far reaching would a reaction to the loss of the 2 3 4
building be?

Total to be carried forward:................... [sumof section]

Loss impact: amenity loss
None I time 2-3 times >3 times

How often is the building used per week? 0 2 3
Poorly Ok Well

How effectively is the amenity space utilised? 2 3
No Not ideal Yes

Is there a suitable building in near proximity if the use of 0 2
the building was lost?

Total to be carried forward:.................. [sum ofsection]

Total Score I
Note: assessments to be make by personal judgement [an expert knowledge of historic buildings is necessary
to use this pro-forma effectively]
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Ecclesiastical Insurance Group church survey pro-forma
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~
ECCLESIASTICAL

INSURANCE GROUP

Name: Church Valuation Summary

Survey Reference: [,--,--,--,--,--"__"__-,--.J.._J

Date of Valuation:

Parish:

Town: Surveyor Rep Code:

Address:

County: Surveyor:

Post Code:

SKETCH BUILDING FJW : N/S I AREA (M")
I

I I
I

I
I
!

I

I
I

I I I I I
,

I
I

I
I

I

I
I I I I

I I I I , I
I I I I

I

I I
I

I

I I

I
I , ,

!I I I

I I, I I , ,
I I I , I I !, I I , , , ,
, , , I

i I I I I I I I ! E t--t- ,
, , , I , , , I I , ,

I , '-.1/1 I

N S :
I I , I I I I I I vi" I, I I I I , I I I , ! I

I

I , , I 'wH+I I , I , I ! TOTAL
I , ,

I
, I I ,

AGE i CODE NAYE EAYES HEIGHT I
I ,

I AREA (M')BUILT , SPIRE I n ! R H

I I 3.142
,

ROOFED I

BUILDING NOTES

EDY-329/330 IAUGI997
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WINDOW SIZE STONEWORK NoOF GLAZING WINDOW CODES
LOCATION (m2) SURROUNDrrRACERY LIGHTS TYPE/QUALITY

STONEWORK

SURROUND TRACERY

01 Plain None

02 Plain Simple

03 Plain IOrdinary
04 Plain iElaborate

05 Carved iNone

06 Carved [Simple

07 Carved IOrdinary
08 Carved Elaborate

09 Elaborate None

10 Elaborate Simple

11 Elaborate Ordinary

12 Elaborate Elaborate

GLAZING

TYPE

01 Plain

02 Coloured

03 Stained - Medieval

04 Stained - Victorian

05 Stained - Modern

06 Stained - Modern (with copyright)

07 Grisai lie/Engraved

08 Figured

09 Slab

GLAZING

QUALITY

I
01 Poor

02 Average

03 Good

I DOORS 0700

CODE DESCn NUMBER

0101 !S.A.P

0201 SAO

0301 OAP

0401 D.A.O

0501 S.B.P

0601 S.B.O

0701 D.B.P

0801 D.B.O
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CONTENTS CONTENTS CONTENTS I
I

TOTAL CONTENTS

TOTAL TOTAL SAY
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INTIDECORATIVE FEATURES INTIDECORATIVE FEATURES IINTIDECORATIVE FEATlJRES I

REREDOSES SCREENS FIGURES I

!

I

ALTARS FONTS IOTHERS I

I I

i

I I
PULPITS MONUMENTS I

I

BELLS ORGAN· INSTRUMENT

Number Builder/Maintained by:

Tenor Weight: Multiplier: Tracker/Pneumatic/Electric Action:

Peal Weight: Factor: Detached/Attahced Console:

Frame & Fittings 18060101 Manuals:

Bell Metal 18060201 Pedal Section: Yes/No

< 5 Bells 18060301 Speaking Stops: Factor: I
TOTAL 18080101 I

CLOCKS ORGAN· CASEWORK
I

Dials:
Scaffolding:

18070101 18080201

Chimes: 18070201 ORGAN· PAINTING 18080301

TOTAL TOTAL
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_ _ J __ .1. __ L __ J , k __ .J _ _ _ _ _ 1__~ L - -

BELLCOTES:
--,- - -r- --, - -, - --.- - -,- -,- - -r-- r » -~- -:» r:»:»

· ?_ i _~_;_~_~_5_; : ; __ j .__; : ~__
DOMES:

?: ::iT~:::6: J:::::::::: J::1:: I::J::I:
CUPOLAS:·(i: -3 -:-0-: -7-: -- -;- - -; - -;-- -r- -: --~-- -:---

__J. _...1. __ L __ ..i _. _, .. __ J. • .1 _ • ..i. __i.. __

4 STAIRCASES:0: -~-:-O-:-;:---,- --r--:- -J --:---:---:--
__l __J l__l ; l __J l __J l __

5 WALLS:
TOPS OF:-- ,- --,---,- - ,---,- --.- -,- --1-- ,- - _---,--o : 5 : 0 : 1: , :: :,;

· _ -~-- -1-- -f - -,-- -j-- -. - -4-- - - -l- --'-- -f--
0: 5 : 0 : 1: : ;: :::

· --,-- -1-- -1- -·1-- +- -. - -·1-- - - -I---l-- -,--
0: 5 : 0 : 1: , :: :::

· __ J __ _I l __ J __ .1. _ .1 __ J __ ... _ .1. _JM. _l M_

GABLES:
_ -.,- - -,- M _ r·· Wj- --,- - - ~ --.,. - -r --.- - '"'1-- -,.--

o : 5 : 0 : 2: : :: :::
__ J 1 L __ ..! ,_ .. M L .... J .. _ 1 __ .; L .. _

CORNICE I STRING COURSES:- -, - - -,-- -, - -, -- -,-- -, - -,- - -[- -, - -~-- -,-.
·?_; _~_L ~ _ ~ _3.; : ; __ j _____j __j ~__

PARAPETS:

0: 5 : 0 : 4 :
- -1- - -1- - - f - -, - - - -- 1 - - -1- --
0: 5 : 0 : 4 :
- - I - - -1- - - ~ - - , - - - - - 1- - ~- - -
0:5:0:4:

- - -i- - -f --

- -.;- - -. -- 14 CONTINGENCIES:
--,.- _,M - -roo -"I ---.-- -r-oo -., --TOO -l --.,---,._ ..

1 : 4 : 0 : 0: : :: ::;

PINNACLES:
- - r - - ~ - - -tOO - - r - -., - - - .....-. - - - - M~ - -., - - -t--

o : 5 : 0 : 5 : ,
__ f - - ~ - - -1- - - , - - 1- - -c - - ; - - - - -, - -I - - -1- -
o : 5 : 0 : 5: ,
__ ~ .... ~ __ ~!M ~ .. ~ .. _ .1_ - .. ;.. ..... - - .... -I· .... ~ ..... ~.. - ..

0: 5 ,0:5:--'--J---i---'---I---!---.- - - --f--~- --1--
o : 5 : 0 : 5: :__ ~ __ J __ ..L __ 1. __ j i... __ .:. L __ J I__

6 WINDOWS:
STONEWORK:

0: 6 : 0 : 1: : : :
--~--i---1- - -1- - ~- - -~ - -,--
0: 6 : 0 : 1 :
- - f - - J - - -1- - -, --1- - -;. - -.--

0: 6 : 0 : 1 :
- - ,- -.; - - -1-- -. - - -1- - -!_- - • --
0: 6 : 0 : 1 :

-: - -f--~- - -1- --. - -4- -+- -,--
o : 6 : 0 : 1 : ,
-of -- -l-- -1- --. --,--"" --,--
0: 6 : 0 : 1 : ,
--f---l---~--.--4---!_--I--
o : 6 : 0 : 1 : :,__ L_ ..~ t 1. .. _J L __ l .._

---~--I--~--

- - -f - - 1- - -1--

- - -f - -1- - -1--

- - -f - - ~- - 4- - -

-- -f -- ~- - -1--

___ I.._.J. I __

GLAZING:

0:6'0:2 :
--'--;--+--'--4---!---.-- ---f--~--+-
0:6:0:2:
---.--;---1--·.---1---1.-·,--· .. - ..f·- .. f--..J---
o : 6 ; 0 : 2: ,
- -,- - < - - -1- - - f - - 4- - -'- - - - - - - - -f - -1- - ~--
0:6:0:2: , ,
-of -- -l-- -1- -of --1-- of. --, -- -- -. --~ ---l---
0:6:0:2:
- - • - - , - - -1- - - • - - 4 - - - ~ - - ~- - - - - f - - 1- - -I- -
0:6:0:2 :
__ 1__ ' 1__ - f--4----- - ;-- ---f--I---I--
0:6:0:2: ,__ L __ J ~ __ L __ J L __ !__~__

7 DOORS:
~-: -;: -0 -:-~-: - -: -- -:-- -: - -j- --: --: ---:--
- _. - - J - - -1- - -. - - ~- - - .. - -. - - - - -~ - -1- - ~--

?_~!_ :_~ .:_?_ ~__j- --~ --: -- -- -~-- L- -:---
0: 7 ' 0 : 0: : : : :--,--J---;---,---I---.---.-- ---f--I---!--
0: 7 : 0 : 0: : .' :::___ L__ , 1 L__ J c lo_!_ -~--

8 WALL FINISHES:

~_~_8_ :~:;:~:::I::~::;::I::II:r
0: 8 0: 0: : :: :::
__, __ ---I---f--4---!---'-- ---f--I--~---
0: 8 0: 0: : :: ::__ L I J. __ J L __ l l. __ J _

9 FLOOR FINISHES:___ '__ Mr __ ., ~--T-- ---,.--.,-----
0: 9 0: 0: , ,
--f-- ---1---.--4---'---'-- ---f--~-----
0:9 0:0: ,
- - ~ - - .. ,. -I- - .. ~ - - 4· ... i- - .. t - - .. - -i- - - ~ - .. - .. - -

0: 9 0: 0 : ,--~-- ---~--I--~---.--;-- ---.--1------
0: 9 0: 0 :
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CEILINGS:--, ---,---..--, ---.-.-..--, --1- -.- -,---~--
1 : 0 : 0 : 1: : :: :::
- -, - - -1- - -, - - i---1- - -; - -1- - - -1- - ~- - -e --
1_;0_;0:.1:...•.: ;...• ._; ...... _;.._
I : 0 : 0 1:' : :::__ J 1__ .. J '__ ... __ .loo.. _.1. __ .J __ .L __

VAULTING I ROOF BOSSES:
_ .. ., ,_ .... ~ .... ., - - -,- - .. ~ - - ., - - - - roo - .., - .. -I"" - -.

I : 0 : 0 2 '
- - -1- - -1- - - .. - - .. - - -i- - -. - -. - - - - -I - - -I .. - -~ ---

I : 0 : 0 ' 2 '
- - 4 - - -1- - -,- - 4 - - -,- - -1- -; - - - -1- - 4- - -I- --
1 : 0 : 0 : 2 :
·-I---I-·-'··-I---I .. - .... ·-·j··· · ..-1- .. -1 .... -,· .. -·

1 : 0 : 0 : 2 : '
_ - I - - -1- - - L - - i---1- - - ~ - - ~ - - - . - - I - - ,- - -I- - - ,

I : 0 : 0: 2 : ,_. J _ .. _1 .. _ M.J , i. __ .J .... __ .. 1. __ ..J __ .1 _

FIBROUS PLASTER:__ ., __ M, .. __ ., ,_M -: __ --1'---,---,---
I : 0 : 0 ' 3 :
_ .. ~_ - --!-· __ I· --; ... -,- .. - I·· .. ·1.. - .. --, -- ·1.... -f. .. -,

I : 0 : 0 : 3 :
--; - --I- - -, - -J - -+- -, - --1- -- - -.- --1- - -1---
1 : 0 : 0 : 3:' ,
- _; - - -1- - - L - -, - - -i. - -I __ -' - - - -I - -, - - -I- - -

1 : 0 : 0 : 3 : ,
--,- - -1- - -. - - ; - - _i_ - - • - - -l- - - . - - , - - ;- - -I- --
1 : 0 : 0 : 3 :
--1- - -1- -- f - - J- - -1- -- f - -1- - - -1- - J- - -~--
I : 0 : 0 : 3 :__ J __ ~ __ .. ~ __ J ~ __ ~ __ ~__ __l __ ~ L __

SANITARY APPLIANCES:- -, ·--t-- <r » - ... ---,-- --- -,-- 1- -'I' - -,---,---

1 : 1 : 0 : I: ; ;: :::• _ J __ .t !. __ J. __ i !. __ J _ _ _ _ l .... J. __L __

HEATING:--,---,---,--,---,---,--,--1--,--,---~--
1 : 1 : 0 : 2: ' :: :::
- -; ..- -I·- - t - -1- - ..f" -,'" -" ... -I ..-·1- - -1-- --
I : 1 : 0 : 2: ; .: :::__ J ,__ • L __ .; __ ,.' L __ .J _ _ ,. _1 _ .. J. __1.. .. _

ELECTRICS:
-1-: -; -:- 0-' -3- ,- - -.- - - ~- - : - -1--:--:---;--
__ J _ ... '. __ .. __ J _ ... !. _ .. L .. _ J __ .. _ L •• J __ .Lw __

FIRE ALARM:

:1: ::~:;:?:::~:::.t.:;,::'I-TI: :C.:.
1 : I : 0 : 4, : ': :::__ J t . .J L __ J L.. _

INTRUDER ALARM:--.,---,------,---,---~--,--1--,..-....---roo"
1 : I : 0 ; 5: ; ;: :::
•• J .. __ , I. __ J _ .. _, __ .. L __ J __ .. __ 1 _ M .1 L __

LIGHTNING CONDUCTOR:

:1:]:~:::?: ::6:::::': ::~::J::1:::::J::I::
12 EXTERNAL WORKS:

:1:::~:::~::~:: :::,:::~::Lf:: [::Lr::
I : 2 : 0 : 0: : ,: :::
- -1---1-- -. - -1---'-- -, - -"-- - - f - -4--+--
1 : 2 : 0 ' 0: , ;: :::__ J to __ .. __ '! ' .i. __ J__ _'" J. __ J I.. __

13 ADDITIONAL FEATURES:
I : 3 : 0 : 0 :
--l- - -1- --I· - .. 1.. - ·1...... 1··- ,1-,,· ,--I· .. ,I.. " -~ .. -.
I : 3 : 0 : 0 : .
- -;---I---~- -1---;---,--4- -- -- .--1---1---
1 : 3 : 0 : 0: , , ,
• -; - - -1- - - ~ - -1 - - -;-- -, - - 4 - - - - -I - - 4 - - -1- - -
I : 3 : 0 : 0 :, ::'
--I---I---f--4---I---;--;-- ·--f--4--+--
I : 3 : 0 ' 0: : :: :::
--l- - ·1---I. -- 1- - -~ --1-- ·1--- . --1-- ·1-- -I·--
I : 3 : 0 0: , , : :
- -4- - -1- - .. r - -..: - - -1-" - ~ .... ~ -.. - .. t - ..4 - .. -1- .. -
1 : 3 : 0 : 0: : , ,
__ J _ .. _,_ _ .. J _ _ J _ .. .. .. L J _Loo -



CODE No QTY

1 : 8:' "
- - -1- - - ~ - - - 1 - - - ~ - - -1- - - ~ - - - 1 - - - - -1- - - ~ - - - 1 - -
1 : 8:' ':'
- --1-- -~-- - 1 - - -~ -- -I- --~- -- 1- - ---1- - -~--- 1 --
1 : 8: ., .
- - -I- - - ~ - - - ~- - -I- - - -I- - -01- - - ~- - - - -1- - - ~ - - - ~- -
1 : 8 : ,.
- - -1- - -01 - - - + - - -. - - -I- - - ~ - - - 1 - - - - -1- - -01- - - + --
1 : 8 : .
- - -1- - - ~ - - - 1 - - -. - - -I- - - ~ - - - 1 - - - - -1- - - 01- - - 1 - -
1 : 8: : ' . . .
___I ~ I f. I ~ I __ ----I---~---I--

I , , , I , ,

___ 1_ - - ... - - - + - - - r -- -1- - - -I - - - t - - - -1- - -.; - - - t - -

, ' I I___ ~ __ ' • ~ I ' + __ ---1---,---+--
, , I t I ,

" " I

- - -1- - - .; - - - + - - - t- - - -1- - - .. - - - • - - - - - -1- - - ,- - - • - -
", I, '

___ 1_ - -.; - - - t - - - t- - - -1- - - --I - - - t --

- - -1- - - 1- - -. - - - r- - -1- -- of· - -t --

- - -1- - -,- - - t - - - t- - - -1- - - -I - - -. --

" "---1----1---+---1----1---,---+--
• " I ,

- - -1- - -,- - - t - - - t- - - -1- - - -{- - -. --, ,
, , ' I

___ 1_ - - -oj - - - t - - - .. - - -1- - - -I - - - t-
" ,

, , " "
- - -1- - -,- - - + - - - i- - - -l- - -,- - - + --

, , , I

, ' , I

_- -1-- --1--- + - --t- - --1-- - -1--- t--

" ,
___ 1_ - - -I - - - + - - -I- - - -1- - -,- - - t --

, ", I

__ -1- - -,- - - + - - e+ - - -I- - -,- - - t --

I' " I___ ~--,_--t_--t__--~_-_I-_-t-_
I " ,

, " ".
___ 1_ - - -1- - - t - - -I- - - -1- - - -1- - - t --

" ,
" ""__ -1- - -1-- - T - - -} - - -1- - - ~ - - - T --

" ,, '
- - -1- - - ~ - - - t---...- --1- - - ~ - - - + --, , ,
___ 1_ - -;- - - t - - - r - - -1- - - ~ - - - f --

,
- - -1- - -~ - - - T --

- - -.- - - ,- - - +--. ,
.. - -1- - - -4- -- .. --., ,
- - -1- - - ~- - - .. --

- - -1- - - of- -- + --, ,. , ,
.. - -1- - - ~ - - - ~ - ..

, , ,---.---,---1--

.. - -1- - - ~ - .. - ; - -

---I---.;---t--

- - -.- - - ,- - -1--

- - -l- - - ,- - -,--
, ,

- - --.- -- ,- - -,--
, , ,

- - -l- - - ,_ - - , - - - " - - -l- - - ,- - - , - - - - - -I- - - ,- - - , - -

" ",_ .. _1__ -..;- .... t ..- -r" - -1- - - ~- - - + -- _ .. -1- - - -1- - - f --

I , , I , I I

___ 1_ - .. of - _ .. t - - -I· - - -t- - ..+ - - .. t - - - .. -1- - - of - - - t - -

, " ,.
---I---..;---t---"'---I---;---+-- ---I----I---t--., ,

, '
- - -1- - -...; - - - • - - -!-- - - -1- - - -1- - - • - - - - -1- - - -1- - - ; ....

- - -1- - .. -1- - - + - - -I--" - -1- - - -1- - - -+ - - - - - -1- - - ~- _ .. -+ ....

" "---I---..;---t---r---I---";---;--- ---1---";---+--
, " ,"

_ .. _1_ - -; - .... t - - -I· - - -t- - - of - - - t - - - - -\- - - of - - - t - -

" " , ,
___ 1__ .. -i- - - t - - - r - - -1- - - -i- - - + - - - - -1- _ .. -1- - - t--

, , I , , ,

- - -1- - - -i- -- t - - -} - - -1- - .. -1- - - -+ - - - - -l- - - -1- - - +--
, '

___ 1_ - - -I - - - + _ .. -!-- - - -t- - - -i - - - • - - - - -1- - -;- - -;--
I " ,

" ,"___ 1_ - .. ·1- - - ~ - - - I-- - - -1- - - ~ .. - - i -- - - - -1- - - ~ - - - t - -
, ' ,

- - -1- - - -i - -- t - - - .. - - -1- - - -1- - - t--, , , " ,
, I I • I t

_ •• 1-- - -i- _. t· --~---1-· - -i- -. t --
I I I I

·_·I ~---t-·-~---,--·~---t--
, , • , I

-- -1- - --1- - - t· --~-- -1- - - -i- - - +--
" ."- --1- -- ~- -Ni -- -1--- --1--- ~- --t--
I I • ,

, I 1 I ,

-- -1- - -..;- - - -+ - -- .. - - -1- - -;- - -.--
, , I , , I ,

" '"- - -1- - -...;- - - t - - -!-- - - -1-· - -i- _. t --

- --1- -- -i- ..- t - - - ...- - -1- - - ~- - -. --

, ' ,
-- -1- - --i-- - t- --r -- -1-- -~-- - ~--, " ,

, , , I , • I

- - -1- - -.oj- - - t -- - ...- - -\- - --i- - - + --

- - -1- - - ~- - -,. --

. ,
_. -1- - - -t- - - + --

,
- - -1- - - -f- - - t --

-- -I- - - ,- - -!--. ,
- - -1- - - ~- - - .. --

- - -1- - - .. - - - ~ - -

, ,
. - - -1- -- -1- - - t _ ..

NOTES
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Appendix F1

Fire vulnerability rating: data collection sheet
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Fire Vulnerability Rating Data Collection Sheet

Record the approximate internal dimensions of each 'observable space'
[approximation by pacing or information gainedfrom a building plan]

Observable space Dimensions Floor area
1. Main worship area

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Total:

Otber information:

Statutory listing grade: .
[Information held by the local authority J

Average service attendance: .
[Information held by the PCC (The figure submitted by each parish to the diocese for
funding arrangements)]

Seating capacity of the church: ..
[Information gained from the diocesan directory]

Survey type: I Complete buildingI Visual I Desktop Assessment basis:
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Appendix F2

Collated normative document
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Property Protection of Parish Churches

Collated Normative Document

Development of the 'norm' against which
assessment is made

Created from the following documents:

• Ecclesiastical Insurance Group [EIG], Check Lists and Guidance Sheets, 1997
• Fire Protection Association [FPA), Prevention and Control of fire in Cathedrals and

churches, 1973
• Churches Main Committee [CMC,] Fire Precautions Guide, 1998
• National Fire Protection Association [NFPA], 912 Fire Protection in Places of

Worship, 1993
• The Arson Prevention Bureau [APB], Assessment of Arson Risk in Places of

Worship, 1998
• Council for the Care of Churches [CCC], It Won't Happen To Us, 1970
• Council for the Care of Churches [CCC], Lighting and Wiring of Churches, 1973
• Fire Prevention Association [FPA], Heritage Under Fire, 1995
• Part B of the Building Regulations, 1992

B1 Means of escape
B2 Internal fire spread [lining]
B3 Internal fire spread [structure]
B4 External fire spread
B5 Access & facilities for the fire service

• Home Office, Standards of Fire Cover, [handbook for Fire Engineers 1989]
• British Standards [as listed]

Alex Copping
Summer98
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Development of the 'norm' against which assessment is made
[The original wording in the documents is used as much as possible]

Church Security: IEIG guidance sheet 11
• The church should be securely locked at all times unless a responsible person is present.
• Small valuable ornaments and furnishings should be put away in a locked vestry,

cupboard or safe when not in use.
• Ways of securing antique furniture and other valuables should be considered e.g.

discreet chaining.
• Remove all unwanted items that could start a fire i.e. old newspapers, candles, matches.

Ensure that any petrol for lawn mowers is kept away from the church.
• Churchwardens and parishioners living nearby should make frequent irregular visits to

the church.
• Valuables should be kept in a safe or strongroom when not being used for a service.
• Safes should be securely anchored to the fabric of the church.
• Valuables not in regular use should be deposited at a bank.
• During the week substitute wooden crosses and candlesticks etc. should be used.

Valuable originals should be kept in the vestry or strongroom.
• The vestry or stongroom should have adequate locks on all doors and metals bars or key

operated window locks on all readily accessible windows.
• [APR, How to prevent arson in p of w] recommend key operated window locks on all

readily accessible windows.
• Keys to the church should be kept in the personal custody of a responsible official or in

a secure place away from the church.
• All external doors should be kept locked with a good quality key operated lock when

not in use. [APR, How to prevent arson in p of w] recommend all external doors to
have locks which conform to 8S3621.

• A burglar alarm system should be considered.
• A set of photographs of all valuable items and portable furniture should be kept at one

of the Churchwarden's houses and at the parsonage.
• An church inventory must be kept and sorted at one of the Churchwarden's houses or at

the parsonage.
• Consideration should be given to the security marking of valuable articles with a

security pen or by engraving.
• Careful use of 'anti-climb' on down pipes and other points where access to the roof

could be gained should be considered.
• Ladders should be always moved to a secure place.
• Church gates should be locked at night to prevent vehicles being driven close to the

church.
• Ensure the fabric of outbuildings and boiler houses are reasonably sound and fit good

quality padlocks and locking bars made by a reputable manufacturer.
• Consider the installation of floodlighting on the tower or other high point lAP R, How

to prevent arson inp ofw] recommend external security lighting.
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• Vulnerable stained glass and other windows should be protected externally by wire
grilles of copper, galvanised iron or stainless steel, or clear sheet polycarbonate e.g.
Lexan or Makrolon.

• [APB, How to prevent arson in p of wJ recommend churches have external eeTY
cameras.

Fire fighting Equipment {EIG guidance sheet 4}
• Fire extinguisher
The minimum for any church is two water type portable extinguishers [working on the
basis of 2 extinguishers per 250 square yards and a further 1 extinguisher per 250 square
yards [or part thereof] of a floor area]
Small church 2 water
Medium church
Large church

3 water
4 or more water

Organ C02

Boiler house
Solid fuel fired boiler
Gas fire boiler
Oil fired boiler:
where elec. can be switched off
where not

1 water
1 dry powder

1 foam
1 dry powder

Kitchen 1 dry powder or foam plus fire blanket

Additional extinguishers should be provided in rooms above ground level where activities
take place.

• All extinguishers should be inspected and maintained professionally at least annually by
a FETA [Fire Extinguisher Trade Association] registered firm.

• All extinguishers should be sited in reasonably prominent positions. Preferred locations
are near to exits, wall mounted with the carrying handle mounted 1.0m above floor
level.

• The incumbent, churchwardens, members of the pee, vergers and voluntary works
should learn how the different types of extinguisher operate.

• The installation of a fire alarm system may be considered. Any such installation should
conform to BS 5839 part 1: 1988 and if at all possible should include remote signalling
to an alarm monitoring station, conforming to BS 5979. [APB, How to prevent arson in
p of wJ recommend the church has an detection system connected to a central station.

General {EIG guidance sheet 7}
• Polish, polish rags or other flammable liquids should not be stored anywhere near

electrical switches. They should be kept in minimum quantities in well ventilated areas
or within a metal cabinet.
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Other Precautions [FPA Prevo & Cont. of Fire, Other precautions (not yet covered)J
• Smoking should be prohibited where it is permitted.
• Connecting internal doors should be left closed.
• Concealed spaces kept clear of accumulated rubbish.
• All burning of waste should be carefully supervised.
• Candles should be burnt clear of curtains and other combustible materials.
• Special care should be taken, for example at Christmas cribs containing straw and other

combustibles are sited in places where candles are used and when additional electrical
equipment is installed for illumination.

Lightning Conductors for Churches {EIG guidance sheet 6}
• Strongly recommend_that a lightning conductor is installed in accordance with the

parameters in section 2 of BS 6651: 1990.

Heating {EIG guidance sheet 3}and {FPA Prevo & Cont. of Fire,
Precautions for heating]

• All heating apparatus should comply with the relevant British Standards and building
regulations.

• Installed in compliance with the relevant British Codes of Practice.
• Maintained in accordance with manufacturers' instructions.
Flues and Chimneys
• Should be inspected and swept regularly
• Flues should be kept well clear of woodwork or other combustible material. Flues

should not pass through roofs unless it is possible to cut back wood for a distance of
250mm all round and provide a collar of a incombustible material.

• Wherever possible heating chambers should be isolated from the rest of the building by
fire resisting construction with an external door only. If a heating chamber has to be
constructed within the church it should be constructed to the appropriate standard of fire
resistance indicated in BS 5410: part:2 1978.

• Heating chambers should not be used to store rubbish or other combustible material.
Oil Fired Heating Systems
• Should be installed in accordance with BS 799 and BS 5410
• An automatic valve must be fitted to the supply pipe at the point it enters the heating

chamber with a fusible link mounted over the oil burner and a quick-release mechanism
sited close to the heating chamber door.

• Oil storage tanks should be installed in such a position that leaking oil cannot reach the
boiler installation.

• It is recommended that a catch-pit should be provided.
• If tanks are installed in the heating chamber it should be isolated from the boiler by a

solid brick wall at least 115mm thick. The tank should be leak proof and be of
sufficient volume to hold the content of a full tank plus 10% for expansion.

• Fixed oil fire space heaters should have valves fitted to the oil supply pipe close to its
point of entry into the building and also close to each heater.

• Combustible material should not be allowed to come in contact with the heater body.
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Electric Heating Systems
• Electrically powered heating systems are acceptable if installed in accordance with

current regulations.
• The systems should be fixed and enclosed or protected by adequate metal guards.
Portable Heater
• Paraffin and oil fired heaters [those designed for industrial buildings] should never be

used in churches.
• Radiant electric heaters should not be used. Only electric 'convector' or 'fan-assisted'

types fitted with a cut-off are permitted.
• Gas and electric portable heaters should be sited well clear of woodwork or other

combustible materials.
• They should be protected from the possibility of being knocked over or moved

accidentally.
• Portable heaters should not be left unattended for long periods.
• Portable heaters should never be moved while alight.
• Reserve stocks of liquid petroleum gas bottles for cabinet type heaters should be kept to

a minimum and preferably be stored in a locked outbuilding or secure compound.

Wiring in churches {EIG guidance sheet 2} and {FPA Prevo & Cont. of Fire,
Precautions for electricity and precautions for organs}

• All wiring should be installed in accordance with the regulations for electrical
installation issued by the institution of electrical engineers [lEE], sixteenth edition.

• The tests referred to in the lEE regulations, appendices 14 and 15 should be undertaken
every two years on new installations and every year on installations which have been in
use from five years or more.

• Church authorities should conduct a thorough physical examination of installations at
regular intervals.

• Permanently wired socket outlets should be installed as near to the location of lecterns,
cribs, Christmas trees as possible.

• Wiring should be arranged so that as many circuits as possible can be isolated at the
mains switches when the church is not in use.

• Any evidence of damage to wiring, plugs, sockets or other fitting should be attended to
immediately upon discovery.

Organ
• Lighting should be installed so there is no danger of them igniting timber or music

sheets if they are accidentally left on.
• An electric 'convector' should be used for heating in an organ loft.
• Maintenance lights in the organ casework must be of the non-heat producing

fluorescent type.
• Inspection of all organ pipes should be entrusted to an experienced professional organ

builder.
• The organ blower should be inspected at regular intervals by a qualified electrical

engineer.
• Switches incorporating pilot warning lights should be installed in the mains circuit to

the organ and ancillary equipment to ensure that they are switched off whenever the
instrument is not in use.
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Church Repairs and Restoration {EIG guidance sheet 2}and {FPA Prevo & Cont. of
Fire, Precautions for workmen}

• All workman should be shown the location of the fire extinguishers and be told where
responsible officials or telephones can be found in the event of an emergency.

• The local police and the fire brigade should be advised if major works are to be
undertaken.

• During the construction period responsible church officials should inspect the church
carefully at the end of every working day.

• Smoke should be prohibited if possible and should never be permitted within roof
spaces or roofs.

• If smoking is permitted it should be confined to clearly defined areas, adequate
ashtrays provided and the areas thoroughly inspected at the end of each working day.

• Temporary electric wiring should comply with the regulations of the Institution of
Electrical Engineers.

• Circuits should be physically disconnected from the mains supply at the end of the day
even when the mains switch is tuned off at night.

• Where there is a risk of mechanical damage to wiring suitable protection should be
provided or the wiring re-routed.

• Ensure that it is clearly arranged that all fittings are unpacked outside the church.
• Paper, straw, crates and other waste materials should be removed for disposal and

should not be burnt in the churchyard or in the church boiler.
• Attention to the removal of trade and other combustible waste daily from the church is

essential.
• Working involving the use of blow lamps, lead burning torches, welding equipment

and any other apparatus producing flames or heat should only be carried out under the
closest supervision and subject to such precautions as those recommended by the Loss
Prevention Council: Fire Prevention on Construction Sites and Buildings Undergoing
Renovation.

• All parts of the church fabric which have been subject to a heating process, particularly
lead roofs, should be given a final inspection two or three hours after work has ceased
for the day.

• Provision should be made for gas cylinders, paints, oils and any other flammable
liquids or materials to be stored outside the church well away from the building.

• If spraying of roof timbers is undertaken, this should be done in a well ventilated
atmosphere. Smoking should be banned, all forms of heating switched off until the
work is complete and illumination should be by means of suitable low temperature
lighting.

• Huts provided for workers breaks or storage should be erected well away from the
church.

• Keep the general public away from the area of works by erecting suitable barriers and
warning notices. Access via scaffolding must be prevented by removal and securing of
low level ladders and in urban areas it may be necessary to erect perimeter security
fencing to keep intruders well away.
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Housekeeping and Management: NFPA 912
• A balanced system approach, which included a complete fire detection and alarm

system and a complete sprinkler system is strongly recommended.
• All drapes and decoration should be properly treated with fire-retardant chemical

compound.
• Separate storage facilities should be provided for vestments, music, books and other

combustible items.
• Cleaning supplies, paints and rubbish should be stored separately.
• Kitchens should be kept clean, grease should not be allowed to accumulate on walls,

ceilings, cooking equipment and ventilation hoods.
• Only approved, non-combustible, artificial Christmas trees should be used inside

churches.
• Candles should not be used to decorate trees of any sort.
• Tree lighting should not be left burning when the area is unoccupied.
• Emergency management: The governing body for the place of worship should develop

and maintain a practical, easy-to-flow written plan.
• Someone should be assigned to take charge during a fire emergency.
• A modified plan for periods when the building is not in use should be developed.
• A current comprehensive list of telephone numbers should be maintained and kept in a

safe place.
• A comprehensive list of emergency suppliers and equipment should be maintained and

stored in a safe location.
• Simple and specific instructions for seldom-performed emergency tasks should be

developed.
• Maintain copies of important documents at a safe off-site location.
• Prepare and post floor plans that show primary and alternative evacuation routes.
• Provide specific training in the use, location and maintenance of portable fire

extinguishers for staff, lay leaders, teachers etc.
• Conduct scheduled, semi-annual fire drills.
• Post emergency numbers on all telephones.
• Provide emergency power for all fire protection systems, emergency lighting and all

exit signs.
• Request the local fire service to make periodic pre-fire plans and fire prevention

inspections of the building.
• Develop an attitude amongst staff, lay leaders and the congregation that fire prevention

is everybody's responsibility.

Internal Fire Spread [Lining]: Building Regulation {B2)
{classification group 5: assembly & recreations)

• Part 82 seeks to control surface spread of flame:
Small rooms of area not more than 30m2 Class 3
Other rooms Class 1
Circulation spaces Class 0 table 10
[timber can be brought up to class I with appropriate proprietary treatment]
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Internal Fire spread [structure]: Building Regulation [B3}
[classification group 5: assembly & recreations}

Fire resistance of elements
• Table A2 requires a resistance of 60 mins. for all structural elements not more than

20m above ground
[tongued & grooved floors have a notional resistance of 30 mins] [table A3]

Compartmentation
• Table 12 states that a floor area of up to 2000m2 may be contained in one

compartment.

Concealed spaces
• Table 14 states that cavities between roofs and ceiling must not exceed 20m in any

direction. Any other cavities with class 0 or 1 surfaces must not exceed 20m in any
direction and cavities with class other than class 0 or 1 must not exceed 10m in any
direction.

Fire doors
• Table B1 states that fire doors are to be fitted in compartment walls to be of fire

resistance as the wall requirement.

Protection of openings
• Table 15 states that the maximum nominal diameter of pipes passing through a

compartment wall or floor is for non-combustible material 160mm, for lead,
aluminium, aluminium alloy, PVC and fibre-cement II0mm and any other material
40mm.

External Fire Spread: Building Regulation [B-1}
[classification group 5: assembly & recreation}

Roof covering
Table 17 states that:
• If designated AA the roof can be less than 6m from the boundary. If designated AB the

roof must he at least 6m from the boundary. [Lead, copper, zinc covered roofs may
give an AA or AB rating in table A5]

• Natural slates and clay or concrete tiles give a AA rating in table A5. The roof can be
less than 6m from the boundary.

External walls
• External walls are elements of the structure and therefore they must have the relevant

period of fire resistance specified in B3.

Access and facilities for the fire service: Building Regulation [B5}
[classification group 5: assembly & recreation}

Fire Mains
Churches fitted with fire mains
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• Access should be provided for a pumping appliance to within 18m of each fire main
inlet connection point. The inlet should be visible from the appliance and with wet
mains the inlet for the emergency replenishment should also be visible.

Churches not fitted with mains
• 15% of the perimeter to have access for pump appliance or all the premises to be

within 45m of the boundary [churches <2000m2 and height of top floor up to 9m
above ground]

• 15% of the premises to be accessible to high reach equipment [churches <2000m2 and
height of top floor over 9m above ground] table 19

Access and Hardstanding
• The vehicle access route specification of pump and high-reach appliance is shown in

table 20. A 17 tonnes design load is required for a high-reach vehicle and a 12.5 tonnes
load for a pump appliance. Minimum road width is 3.7m and minimum gate width is
3.1m.

Personnel Access
• In low-rise buildings without deep basements fire service personnel may be achieved

by using the normal means of escape facilities within the building and by ensuring that
firefighting appliances can get sufficiently close to facilitate ladder access to upper
Storeys.

• Firefighting shafts should be provided in a building with any floor more than 20m
above ground.

Venting of basements
• For basements which exceed 200m2 in area or are more than 3m below ground should

be provided with smoke outlets connected directly to outside air. The vents should not
be less than 2.5% of the floor area of the basement.

Note: The content of this document forms the basis of the 'collated nonn'. However, not all of the detail
contained in the guidance documents referenced on the front cover, is included in this document. Reference
to the individual documents is necessary for a complete appreciation of their content.
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The following British Standards are also used as a 'norm' standard.

BS476: Part 7: 1997, Classification of Surface Spread of Flame: Method of Testing to
Determine the Classification of the Surface Spread of Flame of Products

BS799: 1991, Specification for Oil Burning Equipment

BS3621: 1998, Specification for Thief Resistant Locks

BS4737: Part 1: 1986, Installation ofIntruder Alarms: Specification for Installed Systems
with Local Audible and/or Remote Signalling

BS5266: Part 1: 1988, Code of Practice for Emergency Lighting

BS5306: Part 2: 1990, Specification of Sprinkler Systems

BS5306: Part 3: 1985, Code of Practice for Selection, Installation and Maintenance of
Portable Fire Extinguishers

BS5410: 1997, Code of Practice for Oil Firing

BS5839: Part 1: 1988, Fire Detection and Alarm Systems for Buildings: Code of Practice
for System Design, Installation and Servicing

BS5852: 1990, Methods for Test for Assessment of Ignitability of Upholstered Seating by
Smouldering and Flaming Ignition Sources

BS5867: Part 2: 1993, Specification for Fabrics for Curtain and Drapes - Flammability
Requirements

BS5979: 1993, Code of Practice for Remote Centres for Alarm Systems

BS6651: 1992, Code of Practice for Protection of Structures Against Lightning [Section]
with Local Audible and/or Remote Signalling

BS7346: Part 1: 1990, Specification for Natural Smoke and Heat Exhaust Ventilators

BS7346: Part 2: 1990, Specification for Powered Smoke and Heat Exhaust Ventilators
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The development of a fire safety evaluation procedure for the
property protection of historic churches

DELPHI SESSION ONE
18August 1998

Programme

2.00-2.10pm Introduction to the process ofa delphi group, my research and its context

2.10-2.40pm Delphi Questionnaire A: Building performances and destructive agents

2.40-3.00pm Presentation: Introduction to my model and the hierarchy of fire safety

BREAK 3.00-3.1Spm

3.1S-4.30pm Delphi Questionnaire Bl: Hierarchy of fire safety
Step 1:Review of the proposed objectives
Step 2: Review of the proposed tactics
Step 3: Review of the proposed components
Step 4: Review of the proposed sub-components of each component
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The development of a fire safety evaluation procedure for the
property protection of historic churches

DELPHI SESSION TWO
27 August 1998

Programme

2.00-2.10pm Introduction to the process of a Delphi Group, my model and the
hierarchy of fire safety. [for those not in attendance the first week]
Report situation after the first meeting

2.l0-3.l5pm Delphi Questionnaire: Part 82: Value input to the agreed hierarchy
of fire safety
Step 5: Value input of the revised components, tactics and objectives
Step 6: Review of the sub-components of each component and the
agreement of the perfect contribution using the collated norm as much
as possible

BREAK 3.15-3.30pm

3.30-4.15pm Delphi Questionnaire: Part C: Building worth
Approach to the building worth assessment

4.15-4.30pm Other miscellaneous issues: Part D
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Appendix G2

Delphi session questionnaires
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The development of a fire safety evaluation procedure for the
property protection of historic churches

Delphi questionnaire: Part A

Building performances
1. Fourteen building performances have been identified.[refer to building performance
explanations on sheet 1] Rate their importance in respect to the effective functioning of the
following three historic building types:
a. Museum [property of greater value then the buildings fabric]
b. Palace [open to the public and a private residence]
c. Church

Where: o = not applicable 1 = not important 2 = quite important
3 = important 4 = very important 5 = essential

Museum

Acoustic qualities 0 1 2 3 4 5
Anthropodynamic performance 0 1 2 3 4 5
Atmospheric performance 0 1 2 3 4 5
Durability 0 1 2 3 4 5
Economics in building design 0 1 2 3 4 5
Ergonomics and flexibility of space use 0 1 2 3 4 5
Fire safety 0 1 2 3 4 5
Hygiene 0 1 2 3 4 5
Tactile performance 0 1 2 3 4 5
Thermal comfort 0 1 2 3 4 5
Safety in use 0 1 2 3 4 5
Structural stability 0 1 2 3 4 5
Visual performance 0 1 2 3 4 5
Water tightness 0 1 2 3 4 5

Palace

Acoustic qualities 0 I 2 3 4 5
Anthropodynamic performance 0 1 2 3 4 5
Atmospheric performance 0 1 2 3 4 5
Durability 0 1 2 3 4 5
Economics in building design 0 1 2 3 4 5
Ergonomics and flexibility of space use 0 1 2 3 4 5
Fire safety 0 1 2 3 4 5
Hygiene 0 1 2 3 4 5
Tactile performance 0 1 2 3 4 5
Thermal comfort 0 1 2 3 4 5
Safety in use 0 1 2 3 4 5
Structural stability 0 1 2 3 4 5
Visual performance 0 1 2 3 4 5
Water tightness 0 1 2 3 4 5
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Church

Acoustic qualities 0 1 2 3 4 5
Anthropodynamic performance 0 1 2 3 4 5
Atmospheric performance 0 1 2 3 4 5
Durability 0 1 2 3 4 5
Economics in building design 0 1 2 3 4 5
Ergonomics and flexibility of space use 0 1 2 3 4 5
Fire safety 0 1 2 3 4 5
Hygiene 0 1 2 3 4 5
Tactile performance 0 1 2 3 4 5
Thermal comfort 0 1 2 3 4 5
Safety in use 0 1 2 3 4 5
Structural stability 0 1 2 3 4 5
Visual performance 0 1 2 3 4 5
Water tightness 0 1 2 3 4 5
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Focusing now on historic churches only

2. Rank the building performances in order of their importance in respect to the effective
functioning of historic churches

Where: 1= first priority and 14 = last priority

Priori!l'_
Acoustic qualities
Anthropodynamic performance
Atmospheric performance
Durability
Economics in building design
Ergonomics and flexibility of space use
Fire safety
Hygiene
Tactile performance
Thermal comfort
Safety in use
Structural stability
Visual performance
Water tightness

3. Identify the strength of the relationship between fire safety and the other building
performances

Where o = no relationship 1 = minor relationship
2 = strong relationship 3 = very strong relationship

Fire safety and Acoustic qualities 0 1 2 3
Fire safety and Anthropodynamic performance 0 1 2 3
Fire safety and Atmospheric performance 0 1 2 3
Fire safety and Durability 0 I 2 3
Fire safety and Economics in building design 0 1 2 3
Fire safety and Ergonomics and flexibility of space use 0 1 2 3
Fire safety and Hygiene 0 1 2 3
Fire safety and Tactile performance 0 1 2 3
Fire safety and Thermal comfort 0 1 2 3
Fire safety and Safety in use 0 1 2 3
Fire safety and Structural stability 0 1 2 3'
Fire safety and Visual performance 0 1 2 3
Fire safety and Water tightness 0 1 2 3
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4. Indicate the potential for damage or destruction to the fabric and content of a historic
church if the following building performances fail or become deficient.

Where: 0= no damage 1 = slight damage 2 = moderate damage
3 = severe damage 4 = very severe damage

Acoustic qualities 0 1 2 3 4
Anthropodynamic performance 0 1 2 3 4
Atmospheric performance 0 1 2 3 4
Durability 0 1 2 3 4
Economics in building design 0 1 2 3 4
Ergonomics and flexibility of space use 0 1 2 3 4
Fire safety 0 1 2 3 4
Hygiene 0 1 2 3 4
Tactile performance 0 1 2 3 4
Thermal comfort 0 1 2 3 4
Safety in use 0 1 2 3 4
Structural stability 0 1 2 3 4
Visual performance 0 1 2 3 4
Water tightness 0 1 2 3 4
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Destructive agents

5. Using your own judgement, estimate the probability and potential consequence of the
following destructive agents acting no a historic church

Where: probability
1 = very low 2 = low 3 = medium 4 = high
potential consequence
A = damage slight B = damage moderate C = damage severe
D = damage very severe

probability consequence
Mechanical agents

Snow/rain water load 1 2 3 4 A B C D
Flood 1 2 3 4 A B C D
Wind and hail 1 2 3 4 A B C D
Earthquake 1 2 3 4 A B C D
Subsidence/ground pressure 1 2 3 4 A B C D

Electromagnetic agents
Lightning 1 2 3 4 A B C D
Solar radiation 1 2 3 4 A B C D

Thermal agents
Frost/ice 1 2 3 4 A B C D
Fire 1 2 3 4 A B C D

Chemical agents
Air humidity/condensation 1 2 3 4 A B C D
Carbon monoxide 1 2 3 4 A B C D
Bird droppings 1 2 3 4 A B C D
Dust 1 2 3 4 A B C D'

Biological agents
Moulds/fungi 1 2 3 4 A B C D
Insectslbirds 1 2 3 4 A B C D

Other causes of destruction
Collision [vehicle/plane] 1 2 3 4 A B C D
Vandalism 1 2 3 4 A B C D
Theft 1 2 3 4 A B C D
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The development of a fire safety evaluation procedure for the
property protection of historic churches

Delphi questionnaire: Part Bl

I The concept: Fire loss minimisation of fabric and content

1. Are the following objectives relevant? [refer to objective explanations on sheet 2] If so
rank them in order of priority [in terms of the importance of the goal to be achieved]

Where: 1= first priority and 3 = last priority

Objectives Relevant yin Priority
Content protection
Fabric preservation
Mission continuity

2a. Are the following tactics relevant? [refer to objective explanations on sheet 2] If so
rank them in order of priority [in terms of their contribution to the fulfilment of one or
more of the objectives]

Where: 1= first priority and 5 = last priority

Tactics Relevant yin Priority
Communication
Containment
Exinguishment
Prevention
Retrieval

2b. Indicate [with a tick] which tactics contribute to which objectives

Objectives Content Fabric Mission
protection preservation continuity

Tactics
Communication
Containment
Extinguishment
Prevention
Retrieval
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3a. Are the following components relevant? [refer to objective explanations on sheet 2] If
so rank them in order of priority [in terms of their contribution to the fulfilment of one to
one or more of the tactics]

Where: 1= first priority and 16 = last priority

Components Relevant yin Priority
Building structure
Detection and communication
Emergency lighting
Escape routes and exits
Furniture and furnishings
Fixtures and fittings
Housekeeping
Interior finishes
Manual fire fighting equipment
Management systems
Passive protection
Retrieval training
Security
Suppression systems
Smoke control
The fire brigade
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The development of a fire safety evaluation procedure for the
property protection of historic churches

Delphi questionnaire: Part B2

The concept: Fire loss minimisation of fabric and content

You have identified by a majority of 5 to 2, that the objectives sit in the following priority
order

1. Indicate the maximum 'absolute' importance of each of the objectives to the overall
policy [ i.e. the concept as shown above]

Where: o = no importance and 10 = extremely important

Objectives Priority
Fabric preservation 1 o 1 23456789 10
Content protection 2 012345678910
Mission continuity 3 o 1 23456789 10

The results for the tactics ranking have produced a clear outcome for first to third and last
place. It is however, unclear whether containment should be ranked above or below
damage limitation

2. Identify again please, your ranking position for containment and damage limitation only

Tactics Priority
Prevention 1
Communication 2
Extinguishment 3
Containment 40r 5?
Damage limitation 50r4?
Retrieval 6
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You have identified tactics to objectives contributions to all but a fabric preservation!
retrieval relationship

3. Given a 'perfect' tactic contribution indicate the maximum 'absolute' importance of
each of the tactics to the identified objectives

Where: o = no importance and 10 = extremely important

Objectives Content _protection Fabric preservation Mission continuity
Tactics
Prevention o 1 23456789 10 o 1 23456789 10 o 1 23456789 10
Communication o 1 23456789 10 o 1 23456789 10 o 1 23456789 10
Extinguishment o 1 23456789 10 012345678910 012345678910
Containment o 1 23456789 10 o 1 23456789 10 012345678910
Damage limitation o 1 23456789 10 o 1 23456789 10 012345678910
Retrieval o 1 23456789 10 ------------------------- 012345678910

For 15 of the 17 components there was reasonable agreement amongst the group as to their
ranking position

4. The ranking results of two components, however, [building structure and housekeeping]
were too diverse to be used in the analysis. Ranking again please, the two components
above [in terms of their contribution to the fulfillment of one or more of the objectives]

Where: 1 = first priority and 17 = last priority

I Building structure:

I Housekeeping:
For a reminder of the other 15 components [see next page]
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C tomponen s
Detection and communication
Emergency lighting
Escape routes and exits
Furniture and furnishings
Fixtures and fittings
Interior finishes
Manual fire fighting equipment
Management systems
Passive protection
Retrieval training
Spatial configuration
Security
Suppression systems
Smoke control
The fire brigade

Before we consider the contribution of components to tactics, we need to review the sub-
component content of each component and agree on the definable benchmark for each
component [the perfect component contribution] [see document 1]
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The development of a fire safety evaluation procedure for the
property protection of historic churches

Delphi questionnaire: Part C

Building worth

The following building worth evaluation criteria are proposed:
Cultural value: which includes the historic, archaeological, architectural, aesthetic, artistic
and scientific value
Functional value: the value the building provides to the community in which it resides
Monetary value: the calculated reinstatement cost of the fabric and the replacement cost
of the content
Town/villagescape value: The value the church gains from the setting of which it is part

I. Are the above building worth criteria relevant? If so rank them in order of priority [in
terms of the importance of their contribution to the assessment of the buildings worth
consisting of both the fabric and its content]

Criteria Relevant yin Priori!1'_
Cultural value
Functional value
Monetary value
Town/villagescape value

Assessment options considered

Cultural value
The quality in terms of a churches architectural and historic interest is effectively classified
by the statutory listing system as defined in the Planning (Listed Buildings and
conservation Areas) Act 1990. Discuss

The listing criteria is defined in PPG 15 [see documents 1 and 2]
The classifications are:
Grade I: buildings that are of outstanding or exceptional interest
Grade 11*:are particularly important buildings of more than special interest but not in the
outstanding class
Grade II: buildings with some architectural or historic interest
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2. On a scale of 0 to 10 identify what cultural value you consider a grade 11*,II and a non-
listed church to represent, if a grade I church scores lOon the scale below

Where: o = no cultural value and 10 = exceptional cultural value

Listing
Grade I 012345678910
Grade 11* o 1 2345 6789 10
Grade II o 1 2345 6789 10
Not listed o 1 23 456789 10

Functional value
This can be assessed either in terms of how fully the building is used or in terms of the
reaction to the loss of the building in the event of a fire. Discuss

3. Indicate your preferences to the following assessment ideas:

Where 1 = not an effective idea to 5 = a very effective idea

Building usage assessment ideas
Average attendance/seating capacity
Average attendance/number of people on the churches electoral role
Average attendance/population of the parish
Number of people signing the visitors book in a given period
Average number of hours the church is used each week

12345
12345
12345
12345
12345

Loss impact assessment ideas
The number of suitable alternative churches in a say 10 mile radius
Evaluation ofloss impact locally, regionally, nationally and
internationally based on volume of media coverage

1 2345

12345

Monetary value
The monetary value of the church can be gained from the insurers evaluation as shown
below or the market value of the property and content. What both these approaches do not
consider though, is the uniqueness or irreplaceable nature of the fabric or items of content.
Discuss

Valuation breakdown provided by the EIG:
• Reinstatement cost for building including fixed fixtures and fittings
• Replacement, new for old, all other items Le. altar rail
• Replacement, new for old, portable content
• Restoration/replacement cost for the organ
• Restoration/replacement cost for stain glass
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Townlvillagescape value [the relationship between elements]
The evaluation of the town or villagescape value on a church is matter of individual
perception. The designation of conservation areas as defined in P (LBaCA) Act 1990
[Conservation area: an area of special architectural or historic interest the character or
appearance of which it is desirable to preserve or enhance] is based on the concept of
townscape. Could it be used as an indicator of church town/villagescape value. Discuss

4. Using the agreed priority order, indicate the maximum relative importance of each of the
criteria to the overall assessment of building worth

Where: o = no importance and 10 = extremely important

Criteria Relevant yin Priority
Cultural value 012345678910
Functional value 012345678910
Monetary value 012345678910
Town/villagescape value o 1 23456789 10
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The development of a fire safety evaluation procedure for the
property protection of historic churches

Other issues to establish: Part D

I shall be seeking to establish a 'tolerable loss' for the fabric and content of historic
churches. Tolerable loss can be presented in a number of fashions as shown below

[Definition: Tolerable loss: the amount of loss which will be accepted or permitted]

1. Rank the suggested approaches to tolerable loss in order of their considered effectiveness

Where 1 = first priority and 3 = last priority

Priority
Loss as a proportion of turnover per year
Loss in terms of area damaged per year
Loss in terms of days out of commission per year

The calculated fire safety assessment outcomes for each surveyed church [I have a sample
of 10 churches in the Leicester diocese] will be set on an acceptable to not acceptable scale.
To enable me to verify my results I wish to ask a Delphi group to make their own
independent assessment of fire safety on the sample churches. Discuss
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The development of a fire safety evaluation procedure for the
property protection of historic churches

Vulnerability

[Definition: Vulnerability: the degree of self protection from physical hurt]

It is proposed that an increase in the surface area of fabric and content will increase the
vulnerability of churches in two ways:
• For combustible materials, it presents a greater surface area to burn
• For non-combustible materials, the damage by smoke and water will be more severe
Discuss

The surface area of the fabric and content [surface perimeter of detail] is dictated by the
intricacy of the architectural style
Discuss

3. Using the images provided make a broad gauge judgment as to the level of intricacy
displayed in the architectural styles presented below

Where: 1= not at all intricate and 10 = exceptionally intricate

[Definition: Intricate: involved or complicated, full of fine detail]

Saxon [pre-conquest from 7C till 1066]
Norman [1066 to 1190]
Early English [first gothic work of about 1140 to 1260]
Decorated [middle gothic work of 1250 to 1360]
Perpendicular [late gothic work of 1340 to the 17C]
Renaissance [work of the late 16C up to the early 19C]
Victorian [19C work]
Modem classical and gothic [20C imitative styles]
Contemporary [20C non-derivative styles]
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Appendix G3

Comparison of component contributions in existing
fire safety schemes
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Points Scheme to Assess Fire Safety in Hospitals 1

Objective: life safety

Components Percentage
contribution------------------------- r-----------Staff 9

Patients and visitors 6
Factors affecting smoke movement 7
Protected areas 6
Ducts, shafts and cavities 4
Hazard protection 7
Interior finish 5
Furnishings 6
Access to protected areas 4
Direct external egress 4
Travel distance 5
Staircases 5
Corridors 5
Lifts 3
Communication systems 5
Signs and fire notices 4
Manual fire fighting_equipment 3
Escape lighting 5
Automatic suppression 3
Fire brigade 4

Points Scheme for Fire safety Evaluation in Schoole'
Objective: life safety

Components Percentage
contribution------------------------- r-----------Preparedness of fire emergency 9

Fire prevention 9
Building occupants 8
Internal environment 8
Detection 8
Communication and alarm 8
Building structure 8
Fire fighting 7
Auto Suppression 7
Smoke control 7
Protected areas 6
Services 6
Egress or escape 5
External environment 4
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Fire Risk Assessment Scheme for Telecommunication Central Offices3
Objectives: life safety and network integrity

Components Percentage Percentage
contribution contribution
(life safety) (network

~------------------------ ~----------).!!.e_g!:i.!YJ____Special hazards 8.9 7.4
Detection 8.5 7.2
Alarm 8.3 5.8
Personnel 8.3 8.6
Management 8.1 6.8
Ordinary combustibles 6.9 6.4
Fire department 6.6 5.2
Compartmentation 6.4 5.7
Smoke control 6.2 6.2
Egress 5.4 1.1
Fixed suppression 5.3 5.7
Construction 4.8 3.7
Height 4.6 3.0
Building services 4.2 6.3
Cables 2.8 7.3
Power down 2.4 4.4
Equipment 2.3 9.2

References

IMARCHANT E WET. AL, Fire Safety Evaluation (Points) SchemeJor Patient Areas
Within Hospitals: A Report on its Origins and Development, University of Edinburgh,
June 1982

2 MOHD IDRIS M F, The Development oj a Fire SaJety Evaluation Procedure Jor the
Educational Establishment, PhD thesis, unpublished, Department of Civil and
Environmental Engineering, The University of Edinburgh, October 1997

3 PARKS LET. AL, Fire Risk Assessment for Telecommunication Central Offices, Fire
Technology, Vol. 34, No.2, 1998, pp 156·176
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Appendix G4

Worksheet development: draft 1
Crude arrangement of components and sub-components
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Evaluation of Fire Safety for the Property
Protection of Historic Churches

Components:
1. The fire brigade
2. Manual fire fighting equipment
3. Suppression systems
4. Detection and communication
5. Management systems
6. Salvage training
7. Security
8. Housekeeping
9. Escape routes and exits
10. Emergency lighting
11. Passive protection
12. Smoke control

13. Interior finishes
14. Furnishings
15. Fixtures and fittings
16. Building structure

Note: This document is the first draft of the worksheets. It contains sub-component and scoring approach
ideas for sixteen components, much of which was adjusted subsequently during further development work
[see draft five. appendix GS]
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Fire Safety Component No.1 The Fire Brigade

Suggested sUb-components

1. Time for the fire brigade to arrive

2. Access through boundary [if necessary]

3. The water supply [hydrants, storage tanks, others]

4. Suitable hardstanding access around the building

5. Building access [risers, key control, roof space access]

6. Familiarity with the building [emergency action plan,
colour coded routes, cat walks]

7. Ladder height limits [height of church root]

8. Time for the fire brigade to attack the fire

Suggested scoring approach

Make an initial assessment based on:
Attendance time Access to building [to within 5m]
0-5 mins.. 5 80-100% 5
6-10 mins. 4 60-79% 4
11-15 mins. 3 40-59% 3
16-20 mins. 2 20-39% 2
over 20 mins. 1 1-19% 1

none 0
Location of hydrant
within 10m 5
II-25m 4
26-50m 3
>50m 2
no hydrant but steam/pond within 25m 1
no facility 0

Total /3

This initial assessment should be modified 1 point up or down depending on the evaluation
of sub-component factors 4 to 8
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Fire Safety Component No.2 Manual Fire Fighting Equipment

Suggested sub-components

1. Provision of extinguishers using water

2. Provision of other extinguishers

3. Provision of hose reels

4. Provision of fire blankets [if cooker present]

5. Equipment is maintained and tested regularly

6. Extinguishers are displayed correctly

Suggested scoring approach

Perfect extinguisher provision consists of:
1 9L or 2 4.5L ext. per 200m2

1 9L ext. in 1stor 2nd floor tower
1 Co2 ext. by Organ
1 9L foam ext. in boiler room [if room in use]

perfect provision 5
one provision missing 3-4
two provisions missing 1-2
no extinguishers 0

Higher score in 1-4 bands if extinguisher annually maintained
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Fire Safety Component No.3 Suppression Systems [water, high pressure, mist]

Suggested sub-components

1. Type and area covered by the system [boiler room, roof space, tower, vestry, over organ]

2. The system is maintained and tested regularly

Suggested scoring approach

5 to 0 based on coverage:
boiler room, roof voids, tower, vestry, over organ 5
4 of the above 4
3 of the above 3
2 of the above 2
1 of the above 1
no provision 0
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Fire Safety Component No.4 Detection and Communication

Suggested sub-components

1. Automatic smoke and heat detection and alarm system

2. Independent smoke and heat detectors

3. Equipment maintained and tested regularly

4. Telephone in the building

5. Vicarage overlooking the church

6. Church visited daily

7. Nearest occupied building

8. Public telephone near

Suggested scoring approach

5 automatic smokelheat detection & alarm with direct link to emergency services.
Maintained and tested regularly

4 automatic smokelheat detection & alarm with direct link to emergency services.
Not maintained and tested regularly

3 church overlooked by vicarage or other occupied building
2 church seen from a public road. Public phone within 500m
1 church seen from a public road, but no public phone within 500m
o church not overlooked, not seen from a public road, with no method of automatic

detection
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Fire Safety Component No.5 Management Systems

Suggested sub-components

1. Emergency action plan

2. Salvage plan

3. Fire safety manager, committee, audits

4. Fire safety policy and manual

5. Inventory of content

Suggested scoring approach

all 5 sub-components present 5
4 sub-components present 4
3 sub-components present 3
2 SUb-components present 2
1 SUb-components present 1
none present 0
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Fire Safety Component No.6 Salvage Training

Suggested sub-components

1. Full scale salvage drills

2. Salvage team training [removal techniques etc.]

Suggested scoring approach

4 - 5 full scale salvage exercise conducted yearly, plan and inventory updated regularly
2 - 3 salvage team training conducted regularly, but not a full scale drill
1 team appointed for salvage duties but no training undertaken
o no provision

Upper score in bands 2-5 given ifthe salvage training is supported by a comprehensive
salvage plan and content inventory
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Fire Safety Component No.7 Security

Evaluation of sub-components

1. Intruder alarm

2. CCTV

3. External security lighting

4. All locks are to BS 3621

5. All ground floor windows have security locks

6. Non-drying paint on down pipes

7. All windows have a protection screen

8. Church is always manned when open

9. All items of value are locked away when empty

10. Vestry in a separate enclosure to main area of worship

Suggested scoring approach

Score half a point for each of the above sub-components listed
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Fire Safety Component No.8 Housekeeping

Suggested sub-components

1. Rubbish/storage material does not accumulate

2. Flammable substances are stored in a flame proof cupboard

3. Well managed vestry area [combustible items to be kept to a minimum]

4. Candles are never left out

5. Lawn-mower and gardening equipment to be stored in an outside [locked] shed

Suggested scoring approach

all requirements achieved 5
4 requirements achieved 4
3 requirements achieved 3
only 2 requirements achieved 2
only 1 requirement achieved 1
negative to all requirements 0
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Fire Safety Component No.9 Escape Routes and Exits

Suggested sUb-components

1.Number of alternative exits

2. Width of doors and direction of opening

3. Exit signs

4. Push bar doors

5. Travel distances

Suggested scoring approach

5 4 or more exits including an independent external exit from the first floor of the
tower. All doors opening outwards

4 exits as above, doors opening inwards
3 4 exits with an internal exit from the tower, doors opening inwards
2 3 exits as above
1 2 exits as above
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Fire Safety Component No. 10 Emergency Lighting

Suggested sub-components

1. Extent of coverage

2. Temporary or permanent

3. The intensity of illumination

4. The reliability of the power supply

Suggested scoring approach

Coverage of the church:
80-100% 5
60-79% 4
40-59% 3
20-39% 2
1-19% 1
none 0
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Fire Safety Component No. 11 Passive Protection

Suggested sUb-components

1. Horizontal barrier [tower lst floor]

2. Fire resistant walls and doors between enclosures

3. Fire doors or at least self closures fitted

4. Roof void compartmentation [if roof voids present]

5. Vault scupper outlets [if vaults present]

6. Fire resistant glazing to tower windows within 4m of nave roof line

Suggested scoring approach

Walls and doors between closures of fire resistance:
Over 60 mins. 2
30-50 mins. 1
Under 30 mins. 0

Floors in tower of fire resistance:
Over 60 mins. 2
30-50 mins. 1
Under 30 mins. 0

Plus 1 point for fire resistant glazing to tower windows
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Fire Safety Component No. 12 Smoke Control

Suggested sub-components

1. Air-venting traps in roofs

2. Estimate of air leakage around door and windows

3. Estimate of draught draw by the tower [is the entrance hatch to the first floor kept closed
and sealed?]

4. The volume of the open enclosure

Suggested scoring approach

Air leakage from doors:
1 external door 2
2 to 3 external doors 1
More than 4 external doors 0

If external door opens into porch count as only half a door

Air leakage from windows:
[windows as a % of surface area]
<5% 2
5-8% 1
>8% 0

Plus score 1 point for having air-venting traps in roofs
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Fire Safety Component No. 13 Interior finishes

Suggested sUb-components

1. Types of interior lining up to 2m and above 2m

2. Class of flame spread

3. Thermal characteristics of linings

Suggested scoring approach

brickwork, blockwork, stone, concrete 4-5
material which achieve class 1 spread of flame 2-3
timber, hardboard, decorative laminates 1

Calculate as a percentage of the surface area
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Fire Safety Component No. 14 Furnishings

Suggested sub-components

1. The resistance to ignition of soft furniture

2. Use of fire retardant coating to fabrics and drapes

3. Use of non-flammable polish on timber furniture

Suggested scoring approach

all three requirements achieved 4-5
2 of the 3 requirements achieved 2-3
1 of the requirements achieved 1
none of the requirements achieved 0
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Fire Safety Component No. 15 Fixtures and Fittings

Suggested sub-components

1. The resistance to ignition of fabrics and carpets

2. Use of fire retardant coating on timber

3. Use of non-flammable polish on timber fixtures and fittings

Suggested scoring approach

all three requirements achieved 4-5
2 of the 3 requirements achieved 2-3
1 of the requirements achieved 1
none of the requirements achieved 0
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Fire Safety Component No. 16 Building Structure

Suggested sub-components

1. Volume of the enclosure

2. Interfaces between enclosures

3. Type and pitch of the roofs

4. Area of the windows

5. Enclosed voids

Suggested scoring approach

The effects of these features are not yet known, it is suggested that the following scoring
could be used:

3-5 tall church, with low pitch roofs and small window area
2-4 medium height church, with medium roof pitches and medium window area
0-1 short church, with steep pitch roofs and large window area
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Evaluation of Fire Safety for the Property Protection
of Historic Churches

Survey Guide and Component Worksheets
[fifth draftJ

Alex Copping
Leicester School of Architecture

De Montfort University
October 1998
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Introduction

This document contains the 'first cut' component worksheets for the fire safety assessment
of historic churches. This assessment is concerned solely with an evaluation of the safety of
the fabric and content of such buildings. [Previous work has shown life safety not to be a
major concern].

The aim of this exercise is to test for repeatability of the assessment procedure and enable
ambiguities and misunderstandings in the assessment and worksheets to be highlighted.

The assessment approach
The assessment procedure provides a method of evaluating the fire safety of historic
churches by awarding points for the level of fire safety achieved in eighteen components.
The scores for each component are entered onto a summary sheet and by simply applying
the percentage contribution to fire safety of each component, [developed from the outcome
of Delphi sessions 1 and 2] an overall score for the historic church is revealed.

The assessment method at this stage requires the assessor to have a knowledge of building
technology, a broad appreciation of church architecture and construction methods and an
understanding of fire safety issues and principles. It is anticipated that for the 'second cut'
stage survey a reference manual will be developed which will provide more specific
guidance for assessors.

Conducting the evaluation survey
The survey is conducted by addressing and assessing each component in tum. Some
components are assessed on a observable space basis [defined as a continous open internal
space] while others are assessed on a complete building basis as shown below:

Assessment on a observable space basis
Spatial configuration
Access routes and exits
Passive protection
Interior finishes
Emergency lighting
Smoke control

Assessment on a complete building basis
Building structure
Furniture and furnishings
Fittings and fixtures
Security
The fire brigade
Suppression systems
Manual fire fighting equipment
Detection and communication
Building services
Housekeeping
Retrieval training and practice
Management systems

The breakdown ojthe observable spacesfor St Mary De Castro Church are detailed in
the accompanying jact sheet. Some observable spaces are not accessible, but a detailed
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description of the construction and content of these is also contained in the
accompanying fact sheet.

In addition, the gathering of survey information is gained from both a visual and a desk top
survey investigation. Again all the required desk top information for St Mary De Castro
Church is detailed in the accompanying fact sheet.

To carryout the survey the assessor needs only a clipboard and a 3m pocket tape. The
measurement of large horizontal detail should be pacing. Vertical dimension can be
estimated. It is anticipated that the survey will take no more than two hours.

Suggested survey steps
• Reading through the survey document before arriving at the church and gain an

understanding of the assessment approach and the history of the building.
• When at the church take a walk around the outside and note all relevant issues Dust

generally at this stage].
• When inside the church again walk around all the observable spaces to get a 'feel' for

the building and its level of fire safety.
• Then it is suggested that the components are addressed in the following groups [as

shown below]. They have been arranged so that similar aspects of fire safety are dealt
with together.

Group 1:Shape size and construction of the church
Spatial configuration
Building structure
Access routes and exits
Group 2:Degree of resistance to spread of fire
Passive protection
Interior finishes
Furniture and furnishings
Fittings and fixtures
Group 3:Provision of active fire and security precautions
Security
The fire brigade
Suppression systems
Manual fire fighting equipment
Detection and communication
Emergency lighting
Smoke control
Group 4:Building facilities and management issues
Building services
Housekeeping
Retrieval training and practice
Management systems

• It is suggested that the assessment of components in group 1 are completed throughout
the whole building before starting the group 2 components etc.

• Complete the assessment for each component before leaving the building.
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Layout of the worksheets
The worksheets are designed to guide the assessor to an accurate assessment of the safety
contribution of each component. A series of aid-memoirs are presented in each case which
help the assessor consider all the necessary sub-components before making the survey
score. [Note that no differentiation is made in this survey between an assessment of risk
and safety. All factors considered to contribute to fire safety are taken to contribute in a
positive or negative manner to an overall assessment of fire safety]

The scoring for each component is at this stage very much left to the judgement and
expertise of the assessor. In each components case the scoring range and criteria is laid out
and it is the assessors responsibility to weigh up the evidence gathered by completing the
aid-memoir carefully, before selecting a score. [it is anticipated that the scoring approach
will be refined at a second cut stage]. For those components that are assessed on a
observable space basis, the combined scores are averaged to arrive at a complete building
score. The survey scores are collated at the end of the document in the summary table.

Future Development
How will the completed assessment procedure work?
The evaluation scheme provides a systematic form of appraisal by awarding scores for the
level of fire safety achieved by each of the eighteen components. When the scores are
summed a comparison can be made against an acceptable score and those churches which
fall below the acceptable standard can be identified.

The completed survey score is a measure of how far short the church falls of 100%
conformity with the collated norm [a selected collection of guidance documents and
regulations]. A score of 500 indicates no deficiency. Any score less than 500 represents a
measure of inadequacy compared with the collated norm. For example a score of 400 is
20% deficient, a score of 300 is 40% deficient etc. At this stage a decision on the level at
which the inadequacy becomes unacceptable has not been taken. This decision will be
made after reviewing the results of the repeatability tests and field tests on the ten sample
churches.

Alex Copping
Oct. 98
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Component: Building Services

Survey score
Church:

Score: 0 1 2 3 4 5

Definition: The existence of energy systems including electrical wiring and their contribution to fire safety

Specification reference(s): EIG Guidance notes 1, Lighting and Wiring of Churches by CCC

Installation standards: Electric heating systems: lEE wiring regulations 16th. edition. Gas fired heating
systems: CORGI registration. Oil fired heating systems: B5799: Oil Burning Equipment & B5541 0: Code of
Practice for Oil Firing

Consideration: Building services utilise energy sources which present potential ignition sources. In this
evaluation use the aid-memoir below to review the standard of the building services provision. 'Yes'
responses to the posed questions indicate an acceptable standard. [not a perfect contribution][it is proposed
that a reference manual contained details of the identified specifications shall be developed to aid the assessor
with this component]

Wiring
• Is wiring more than five years old tested annually?
• Is wiring less than five years old tested every two years?
• Is there evidence of worn flexes, broken sockets or plugs or over

loaded sockets?
• Does the church have mains circuits isolation switches?
The organ
• Is all wiring permanent and installed by a qualified electrician?
• Is the wattage of light bulbs kept as low as possible?
• Is all maintenance lighting in the organ casework of the non-heat

producing fluorescent type?
• Are portable heaters near the organ of an electric convector or fan

assisted type?
• Is the electric organ blower inspected at regular intervals by a

qualified electrical engineer?
• Is the organ inspected at regular intervals by a organ builder?
Other electrical appliances and systems
What other electrical appliances and systems are present in the church?

• Are they inspected at regular intervals?
Heating chamber
• Is the heating chamber isolated from the building by fire resisting

construction with an external door only?
• If the heating chamber is located inside the church is it constructed to

B85410: Part 2: 1997, Code of Practice for Oil Firing?
Chimneys
• Are they inspected at regular intervals?
Flues
• Are they well clear of woodwork and any other combustible material?
• If they pass through a roof does it have a non-combustible collar and

clear of woodwork by 250mm radius?
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Heating Options [complete appropriate sections]
Oil fired heating systems
• Does the system have an automatic fire valve in the oil supply pipe?

Sitting of oil storage tank
• Open position: Does it have a catch-pit or bund wall?
• Is it sited away from window and door openings?
• Is it sited away from lightning conductors?
• Inside heating chamber: Is it isolated from the boiler by a 115mm

brick or concrete wall?
Fixed oil fired space heaters

• Do they have a fire valve fitted to the pipe close to its point of entry
into the building and close to each oil heater?

• Are all combustible materials kept at least 1m away from the heater
body?

Gas fired heating systems
• Is the system regularly inspection by a CORGI registered contractor?

Portable gas heaters
• Are they sited well clear of woodwork or other combustible materials?
• Do heaters have external fire guards? {portable gas heaters without

externa/fire guards are considered dangerous]
• Are any reserve LPG bottles stored in a locked well ventilated

outbuilding?
Electric heating systems
• Are all systems fixed?
• Are heating elements enclosed or protected by metal guards?
• Are panel pew heaters constructed entirely of incombustible

materials?
Portable electric heaters

• Are the heaters of a convector or fan-assisted type with a thermostatic
cut-out? {radiant "eaters are considered dangerous]

Are they sited well clear of woodwork or other combustible materials?

Yes No N/A

Assessment: Building services which conform to the requirements of the aid-memoir are to be considered
acceptable and score 3. Adjust the score up to 5 if the building service provision is found to be minimal [Le.
no heating and electrics present] and down to 0 where the standard of the building service provision is
considerably poorer than the accepted standard. Mark the score in the survey score box at the top of the
worksheet.

I DesktopSurvey type: I Visual Assessment basis:
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Component: Building Structure

Survey score
Church:

Score: 0 I 2 3 4 5

Definition: The structural elements of the property and their contribution to fire safety [The structural
elements are taken to be: columns, beams or other members of a structural frame; including load-bearing
walls and floors]

Specification reference(s): Building Regs. 1991: Part B3, BS476: Part 7, Classification of Surface Spread of
Flames .

Consideration: Consider the structural stability [the survivability] of the building in the event of fire. To do
this, firstly, review the stages and methods of construction and the architectural styles present in the church
[refer to church guide] and consider whether they positively or negatively influence the churches stability.
Then using the aid-memoir below, evaluate, very simply at this stage, where the structural elements sit on a
scale of robust and bulky through to slender and light.

Roof structures
Consider:
• The age and condition of the roofs
• The size of the roof spans
• Whether the roof structures have tie beams
• The size of the principal roof timbers
• The roof pitches
• The roof coverings
External load-bearing walls
Consider:
• From what material(s) the external walls are

constructed
• The age and condition of the walls i.e. are there any

visible cracks? Do walls have butteries supports?
• The thickness of the walls
• The height of walls
Arcade columns
Consider:
• From what material(s) the columns are constructed
• The age and condition of the columns i.e. are there

any visible cracks?
• The mass which the columns support
• The diameter of the columns
• The height of columns

Notes

conr-
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Load-bearing floors
Question:
• Does the church have any load bearing floors?
Consider:
• How are they tied into the structure
• The age and condition of the load bearing floor

Notes

Assessment: Make an initial assessment based on an evaluation of the density of the structural elements.
Where 5 is robust and bulky and 0 is slender and light. Adjust the score upon the considered influence of the
type and method of the churches construction. Mark the score in the survey score box at the top of the
worksheet. [it is appreciated that this assessment is a very simple evaluation at this stage]

Survey type: Assessment basis: I Complete building
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Component: Detection and Communication

Survey score
Church:

Score: 0 I 2 3 4 5

Definition: The capacity for the early discovery of the fire and the alerting of the fire brigade andlor members
of the passing public to take appropriate action

Specification reference(s): EIG Guidance note I, BS5839: Part I: Fire Detection and Alarm Systems in
Buildings, BS5979: Code of Practice for Remote Centres for Alarm Systems

Daily
At least 4 days per week

Less than 4 days per week ....._----'

Consideration: Complete the following checklist

Automatic detection and alarm
• Does the church have a detection and alarm system which qualifies for

an EIG fire alarm discount?
Specification: The entire building must be protected by an automatic fire
detection and a/arm system installed to BS 5839 Partl. To include
remote signalling conforming to BS5979. There must a/so be a annual
maintenance contract
Church location
• Is the church overlooked by the vicarage or other occupied

building(s)?
• Can the church be clearly seen from a public road?
• Is there a public phone within 500m of the church?
Church surveillance
• On average, how often is the church visitedlused?

Yes No

Assessment: Make an initial assessment of the adequacy of the detection and communication facility
available based on the quality of the detection and alarm system present. Where 5 is a completely perfect
system which qualifies for a EIG discount and 3 is a system which fails to achieve the requirement of an EIG
discount. Ifno detection and alarm system is present then a maximum of3 can be scored. 3 being where the
churches surveillance and location is good and 0 where the churches surveillance and location is poor. Mark
the score in the survey box at the top of the worksheet.

Survey type: Assessment basis:I Visual I Desktop
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Component: Emergency Lighting

Survey score
Church:

Observational space scores:
0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5
0 I 2 3 4 5

Overall score: 0 1 2 3 4 5

Definition: The provision of minimum illumination necessary to enable the retrieval team to move within,
and escape from the property in the event of the failure of normal lighting during a fire

Specification reference(s): BS5226: Part 1, Code of Practice for Emergency Lighting

Consideration: Consider the responses to the sub-component questions in the aid-memoir below for each
observable space in turn [make an assessment of external emergency lighting provision as an additional
observable space]

Indicate what observable space is
being assessed:
Observable space score: 0 I 2 3 4 5

Section 1
• Does the observable space have permanently installed emergency

lighting?
• If yes, is the coverage complete or partial? .
Section 2
Are the emergency lights:
• Independent of the normal electrical supply?
• Operate automatically when the normal light circuits fail?
• Powered from a central battery supply or self contained units?
Section 3
• Does the observable space have a system of strategically located hand

torches?

Yes No

Assessment: Make an assessment of the adequacy of emergency lighting for the purpose of item retrieval for
each observable space initially based on the lighting coverage. This initial assessment can be modified
depending upon your evaluation of sections 2 and 3. 5 being completely perfect in every respect and 0 being
totally inadequate. Mark the score in the observable space score box. To calculate the score for the complete
building add the scores for each observable space and divide by the number of observable spaces present and
mark the score in the survey score box at the top of the full component worksheet.

Assessment basis:Survey type: I Visual
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Component: Access Routes and Exits

Survey score
Church:

Observational space scores:
0 I 2 3 4 5
0 I 2 3 4 5
0 I 2 3 4 5
0 I 2 3 4 5
0 I 2 3 4 5
0 I 2 3 4 5

Overall score: 0 I 2 3 4 5

Definition: The provision of suitable access and exit routes from the property to enable valuable items to be
retrieved in the event of fire

Specification reference(s): Building Regs. 1991: Part B I

Consideration: Complete the following aid-memoir for each observable space in turn. Use a plan of the
church to clearly identify access/exit routes

Indicate what observable space
is being assessed:
Observable space score: 0 I 2 3 4 5

Access/exits
• How many access/exit routes does the observable space have?
• How many usable access/exit points does the observable space have?
Consider:
• Can the doors [inner and external] be opened from the outside?
• Are appropriate keys available?
• Are the routes clear of stored items?
Travel distances
• Is there an area within the observable space which is greater than 15m

from any usable internal or external access/exit point?
• Is the distance between usable internal and external doors greater than

15m?
Door widths and heights
• Are all the doors greater than 900mm wide & 2000mm high?

Answers

Assessment: Make an assessment of the adequacy of the access/exit routes available from each observable
space. Where 5 is perfect in terms of travel distances [15m is not exceeded] and all door dimensions conform
to the above, and 0 is totally inadequate. Mark the score in the observable space score box. To calculate the
score for the complete building add the scores for each observable space and divide by the number of
observable spaces present and mark the score in the survey score box at the top of the full component
worksheet.

Survey type: Assessment basis:I Visual I Desktop
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Component: Furniture and Furnishings

Survey score
Church:

Score: 0 1 2 3 4 5

Definition: The contribution of all hard and soft furniture and furnishings to fire safety [furniture and
furnishings are mobile items]

Specification reference(s): BS5867: Part 2, Specification for Fabrics for Cutain and Drapes - Flammability
Requirements, BS5852: Tests for Assessment of the Ignitability of Upholstered Seating

Consideration: This component is seeking a very simple evaluation, at this stage, of the quantity of
combustible furniture and furnishing present in the church. To achieve this, check off the items present
against the aid-memoir below and consider specifically the floor area consumed by the foIlowing areas, in
proportion to the floor area of the church:
• Size and content of store areas, activity areas and vestry/sacristy
• Areas of combustible stacking chairs
• Congestion of aisles with bookcases, chests, cupboards, information boards etc.

List of typical combustible church furnishings
Rugs
Prayer cushions, kneelers
Altar rail kneeling pad or bench runner
Table covers
Soft toys
Flags and processional banners
Vestments [robes]

Yes No

Yes No

List of typical combustible church furniture
Lectern
Movable chairs/ staIls

Church chairs
Chairs of state

Altar table(s)
Folding table(s)
Litany desk [with kneeler]
Credence [side table]
Parish chest(s)
Linen and vestment press
Chest of drawers
Bookcases
Book of remembrance stand
Cupboards
Piano
Font cover
Candle holders
Door mat
Exhibition! information boards
BeIl ropes
Storage boxes and content
Other items ...
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Assessment: Make an initial assessment of the approximate quantity of combustible fixtures and fittings
present based on an evaluation of the 5 principle items identified. Score the evaluation as one of the three
categories shown below [at the moment the judgement needs to be made with comparison to the assessors
knowledge of other churches]

5 = many fixtures and fittings
3 = typical fixtures and fittings
1 = few fixtures and fittings

Modify the score if the quantity of items present is significantly greater or smaller than the typical church
content list. Mark the score in the survey score box at the top of the worksheet.

Survey type: Assessment basis: "Complete building, Visual
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Component: Fixtures and Fittings

Survey score
Church:

Score: 0 1 2 3 4 5

Definition: The contribution of all hard and soft fixtures and fittings to fire safety [fixtures and fittings are
immobile items)

Specification reference(s): BS5867: Part 2, Specification for Fabrics for Cutain and Drapes - Flammability
Requirements, BS5852: Tests for Assessment of the Ignitability of Upholstered Seating

Consideration: This component is seeking a very simple evaluation, at this stage, of the quantity of
combustible fixtures and fittings present in the church. To achieve this, check off the items present against the
aid-memoir below and consider specifically the floor area consumed by the following areas, in proportion to
the floor area of the church:
• The organ casement and console
• The pews and whether they are on a raised wooden floor
• The choir stalls and whether they are on a raised wooden floor
Consider also the amount of wall and partition panelling and whether the bell frame is wooden

List of typical combustible fixtures
Bench pews
Pulpit
Choir stalls
Alms box
Altar rail
Organ console
Organ casement
Bell frame
Fixed ladder(s)
Clock casement
Wall panelling
partition panelling
·Chancel screen [with a cross and crucifix, it is a rood screen]
Tower screen [separates the tower and the nave]
·Parclose [screens a chapel from a nave or chancel]
Reredos [screen behind the altar]
Wall appendages [Drawings/painting, Bequest board, List of vicars,
Hymn board, Role of honour, Hatchments (canvas stretched over a
lozenge-shaped frame)]
=Gallery [balusters and pilasters]
Other items •..

List of typical combustible fittings
Carpets
Curtains
Dossal and riddel [curtains hung behind and on the sides of the altar]
Frontal [fixed panel and fringe on front of an altar table]
Pulpit or lectern fall [cloth hung from a pulpit or lectern]
Other items ••.

•= indicates items which are considered to be additional to a typical layout
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Assessment: Make an initial assessment of the approximate quantity of combustible fixtures and fittings
present based on an evaluation of the 5 principle items identified. Score the evaluation as one of the three
categories shown below [at the moment the judgement needs to be made with comparison to the assessors
knowledge of other churches]

5 =many fixtures and fittings
3 = typical fixtures and fittings
I = few fixtures and fittings

Modify the score if the quantity of items present is significantly greater or smaller than the typical church
content list. Mark the score in the survey score box at the top of the worksheet.

Survey type: I Complete buildingAssessment basis:
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Component: Housekeeping

Survey score
Church:

Score: 0 I 2 3 4 5

Definition: The organisation of storage areas, the management of cleaning activities and other miscellaneous
issues relating to the general tidiness of the premises

Specification reference(s): EIG Guidance notes 1,2 & 3, NFPA 912

Consideration: Is the following housekeeping 'best practice' observed? Complete the aid-memoir below

Generic to the building
• Waste bins are not stored against the side of the building
• The burning of waste is not conducted in the curtilage of the church
Specific to all observable spaces
• All unwanted combustible materials items are removed regularly i.e.

old newspapers, service sheets, candles, matches, books e.t.c.
• Lawnmowers [including spare petrol can] and gardening equipment is

stored in a lockable outside shed
• Ladders are always moved to a secure place when not in use
• Polish, polish rags or other flammable liquids are not stored anywhere

near electrical switches. [They should be kept in minimum quantities
in well ventilated areas or within a metal cabinet]

• Concealed spaces are kept clear of accumulated rubbish
• Cleaning supplies, paints and rubbish are stored separately
Specific to an observable space
• Heating chambers are not used to store rubbish or any other

combustible material
• Every attempt is made to keep the amount of combustible material to a

minimum in the vestry or sacristy
• Kitchens are kept clean, grease is not allowed to accumulate on walls,

ceilings, cooking equipment and ventilation hoods

Yes No

Assessment: Make an assessment of the observed housekeeping based on an evaluation of the best practace
aid-rnornoir above. Where 5 is completely perfect in all applicable respects and 0 is totally inadequate. Mark
the score in the survey box at the top of the worksheet.

Survey type: Assessment basis:I Visual
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Component: Interior Finishes

Survev score
Church:

Observational space scores:
0 I 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5
0 I 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5

Score: 0 1 2 3 4 5

Definition: All surface finishes on the interior of the building structure including wall panelling

Specification reference(s): Building Regs. 1991: Part B3, BS476: Part 7, Classification of Surface Spread of
Flame

Consideration: Complete the following aid-memoir for each observable space in tum.

Indicate what observable space
is being assessed:
Observable space score: 0 1 2 3 4 5

Identify the surface finish(es) of the walls, floor and ceiling and make a
judgement as to the approximate surface area of each.
Surface spread of flame: Class 3
Timber or plywood painted or unpainted
Wood particle board or hardboard, either treated or painted
Polystyrene wall lining
Carpet
Wallpaper
Plastic-thermoplastics
Surface spread of flame: Class 1
Any of the above materials flame retardant treated
Surface spread of flame: Class 0
Stone, brickwork, blockwork, concrete
Ceramic tile
Plasterboard and plaster finishes
Glazing
Woodwool slabs
Non-flammable boards
Vinyl wallpapers

CeilingWalls Floor

Consider in addition the following: The height of the ceiling: The potential for flame transfer from wall to
ceiling [the continuity of fuel]: Organic substrate and voids behind fmishes

Assessment: Make an approximate assessment based on the proportional area of unacceptable finishes [class
3 spread of flame materials]. 100% = 0, 99-80% = 1, 79-60% = 2,59-40% = 3,39-20% = 4, 19-0% == 5.
Modify the approximate score by considering the other associated points if they are relevant. Mark the score
in the observable space score box. To calculate the score for the complete building add the scores for each
observable space and divide by the number of observable spaces present and mark the score in the survey
score box at the top of the full component worksheet.
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Component: Management Systems

Survey score
Church:

Score: 0 1 2 3 4 5

Specification reference(s): NFPA 912

Definition: The creation, implementation and periodic review of affective systems of fire safety management

Consideration: This component evaluates the effectiveness of the management of fire safety by the PCC in
respect of fabric and content only. Information from other components is required when considering this
component and so should be evaluated last. As an aid-memoir a comprehensive list of management systems
and practices are identified

The PCC have developed and maintain a practical, easy-to-follow written
fire emergency plan which should include the following:
• Clear plan of action in the event of a fire including a modified plan for

periods when the building is not in use
• Identification of a member of the PCC to be responsible for fire safety

and to act as the 'fire safety manager'
• Identification of people assigned to take charge during a fire

emergency
• A current comprehensive list of telephone of key personnel
• A comprehensive list of emergency suppliers and equipment
• Floor plans that show primary and alternative access and exit routes

A structured procedure is in operation to co-ordinate:
• Annual church warden property inspection
• Quenquennial inspection and implementation of recommendations
• Building services periodical inspection and service contracts
• Housekeeping policies and practise
• Retrieval planning, training and practice

• Copies of important documents are kept at a safe off-site location

• Request the local fire service to make periodic pre-fire plans and fire
prevention inspections of the building

• Train a member of the PCC or invite a fire engineer to carryout
periodic fire safety assessments

Answers

Assessment: Make an assessment of the quality of management systems in operation based on an evaluation
of the gathered evidence. Where 5 is completely perfect and 0 is totally inadequate. Mark the score in the
survey box at the top of the worksheet.

I Desktop Assessment basis:Survey type:
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Component: Manual Fire Fighting Equipment

Survey score
Church:

Score: 0 1 2 3 4 5

Definition: First aid fire fighting appliances installed for the use of the occupants and/or the fire brigade

Specification reference(s): EIG Guidance note I, BS5306: Part 3, Code of Practice for Selection,
Installation and Maintenance of Portable Fire Extinguishers

Consideration: Consider the sub-components below against the measure of adequacy given. Approximate
firstly, the floor area of the church: .

Location Extinguisher required

General
Small church [O-249m2]
Medium church [250-499m2]
Large church [>500m2]

291water
391water
4 91water [+1 91for every
further 250m2}
C02Organ

Boiler house
Solid fuel fired boiler
Gas fire boiler
Oil fired boiler:
[elect. can be switched off]
[elect. can not be switched off]
Kitchen

1 water
1 dry powder

I foam
1 dry powder
1 dry powder or foam plus fire
blanket

Inspection, maintenance and training
• Are all extinguishers inspected and maintained professionally at least

annually by a FETA [Fire Extinguisher Trade Association] registered
firm?

• Are_illl extinguishers sited in a prominent positions. Preferred
locations are near to exits, wall mounted with the carrying handle
mounted I.Om above floor level?

• Have the incumbent, churchwardens, members of the PCC, vergers
and voluntary works attended fire extinguisher operation
demonstration in the past three years?

Extinguisher
observed

NoYes

Assessment: Make an initial assessment of the availability and capability of the manual fire fighting
equipment present compared to the equipment required. Where 5 is completely perfect and 0 is totally
inadequate. Adjust the initial score in response to the quality of inspection, maintenance and training. Mark
the score in the survey score box at the top of the worksheet

Survey type: I Visual I Desktop Assessment basis:
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Component: Passive Protection

Survey score
Church:

Observable space score:
0 I 2 3 4 5
0 I 2 ~ 4 5.J

0 I 2 3 4 5
0 I 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5
0 I 2 ~ 4 5.J

Lightning conductor assessment 0 I 2 3 4 5
Overall score: 0 1 2 3 4 5

Consideration: Complete a passive protection evaluation for each observable space in tum using the aid-
memoir below

Indicate what observable space
is being assessed:
Observable space score: 0 I 2 ~ 4 5.J

Fire resistance between observable spaces
• Identify the construction and thickness of the walls [between

observable spaces]
• What period of fire resistance do they achieve? [see ref. sheet]
Check for means of horizontal flame spread, Consider:
• Voids in walls
• Poorly sealing doors
• Ceiling voids over walls
• Floor cavities under wall
• Utility and service ducts through walls
Identify the construction and thickness of the floors/ceiling [between
observable spaces]
What period of fire resistance do they achieve? [see ref. sheet]
Check for means of vertical flame spread, consider:
• Voids in floor
• Stairways
• Poorly sealing hatch doors
• Wall cavities penetrating floors
• Utility and service ducts through floors
• Bell rope eyelet through floors
• Shaft for clock weights penetrating floors
Roof void
• Does the observable space have a void between ceiling and roof?
• If yes, is the roof void compartmentated if it is longer than 10m?

Adjoining observable space

Assessment: Make an initial assessment of the adequacy of passive protection in each observable space to
prevent fire spread from the enclosure of origin by considering the fire resistance of the walls and
floor/ceilings. Where 5 is in excess of90 mins. and 0 is less than 30 mins. Adjust the score downwards if it is
considered that boundary walls/floor/ceiling are not fully fire stopped. To calculate the score for the complete
building, add the scores for each observable space and the assessment of the lightning conductor and divide
by the total. Mark the overall score in the survey score box at the top of the full worksheet.

Survey type: I Visual Assessment basis:
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Definition: Passive measures of fire prevention and fire resistance

Specification reference(s): Building Regs. 1991: Part B3, Section 3 of BS 6651: Code of Practice for
Protection of Structures Against Lightning

Consideration: Consider in addition, the adequacy of the lightning protection. Use the aid-memoir below

Lightning conductor
• Does the church have a lightning conductor?
• Does the church have a system which conforms to BS6651:
1992 se. 3?
Specification.
• Not less than two down conductors/rom tower or spire
• Remainder 0/ church protected with ridge and eave down conductors
• Internal bonding to bell frame
• Main earthing terminal on electrical installation
• Earth electrode and test points on each down conductor
• Regular testing and inspection contract

Yes No

Assessment: Make an assessment of the adequacy of the lightning conductor. Where 5 is completely perfect
and conforms to BS6651 and 0 is no lightning conductor. Mark the score in the survey score box at the top of
the sheet. To calculate the score for the complete building add the scores for each observable space and the
assessment of the lightning conductor and divide by the total. Mark the overall score in the survey score box
at the top of the sheet.

Survey type: I Desktop Assessment basis:I Visual
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Component: Retrieval Training and Practice

Survey score
Church:

Score: 0 I 2 ~ 4 5-'

Specification reference(s): FPA Heritage Under Fire

Definition: Training and practice in the skill of valuable item retrieval in the event of fire

Consideration: Is the following retrieval training 'best practice' observed?

A retrieval operation plan has been developed which must include:
• An inventory of both content and important structural features [on a

floor by floor basis] with a basic priority coding system, indicating the
order for removal i.e. first, second, third category etc.

• A clear procedure for calling members of the retrieval team in the
event of an emergency

• A readily accessible list of the telephone numbers and addresses of all
key services

• Identification of areas for the temporary storage of items removed and
arrangements made in advance with contractors [dormant contracts]

• Once a plan is formulated there should be periodic reviews of
procedure and re-familiarisation training for all key personnel

• Copies of the operation plan should be kept at the churchwarden's
houses and the vicarage

Other best practice activities:
• Keys required for access are kept with the operation plan
• The retrieval team should undertake periodic training in removal,

handling and dismantling of valuable content
• The retrieval team should undertake periodic practical training drills

in joint exercises with the local fire brigade
• Retrieval team members should be provided with appropriate items of

protective clothing which should incorporate some means of
identification

• A selection of salvage equipment should be kept on the premises in a
secure location

A church inventory including a set of photographs of all valuable items
and portable furniture should be kept at one of the Churchwarden's
houses and at the vicarage

Yes No

Assessment: Make an assessment of the adequacy of the preparation for valuable item retrieval in the event
of fire. 5 being a completely perfect and 0 being a totally inadequate approach. Mark the score in the survey
box at the top of the worksheet.

I Desktop Assessment basis:Survey type:
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Component: Security

Survey score
Church:

Score: 0 I 2 3 4 5

Definition: Measures to prevent the unauthorised access of individuals into the property

Specification reference(s): EIG Guidance note 2, BS4737: Part 1, Installation of Intruder Alarms:
Specification for Installed Systems with Local Audible and/or Remote Signalling, BS3621: Specification of
Theif Resistant Locks

Consideration: Consider the sub-components below

Security Zones
Zone one - curtilage
• Are the church gates locked at night?
• Is the boundary of the complete church yard able to be secured?
Zone two - building
• Does the church have an intruder alarm [installed in accordance with

BS4737: Part 1: 1986]?
Specification: key pad operated control panel, remote signalling, light
and bell alarms, all external doors fitted with magnetic reed switches,
space protection in all areas of content value
• Does the church have floodlighting or security lighting?
• Are all accessible opening windows fitted with key operated window

locks?
• Are all ground floor windows protected by grilles or clear sheeting?
• Are outbuildings and boiler houses sound and fitted with good quality

padlocks?
• Does the church have 24 hour monitored CCTV?
• Is there the careful use of 'anti-climb' paint on down pipes and other

points where access to the roof can be gained?
• Are all external doors locked with good quality key operated locks

[conforming to BS 3621]?
Specification: 5 lever mortice deadlock or heavy 'church' box lock
• Are the keys to the church kept by a responsible person away from the

church premises?
• Is the church always manned when open?
Zone three - rooms
• Does the vestry or strongroom have adequate locks on all doors and

metal bars on all readily accessible windows?
• Are all cupboards containing candles and matches locked?

Yes No

Assessment: Make an assessment of the adequacy of security. When making the assessment consider the
churches location and the considered risk of unauthorised access. Urban setting: unauthorised access a
major problem, suburban setting: unauthorised access a moderate problem, rural setting: unautllOrise{1
access a minor problem. 5 being completely perfect security measures and 0 being totally inadequate. Mark
the score in the survey score box at the top of the worksheet

I Desktop Assessment basis:Survey type: I Visual
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Component: Smoke control

Survey score
Church:

Observable space:
0 I 2 3 4 5
0 I 2 3 4 5
0 I 2 3 4 5
0 I 2 '" 4 5_,
0 I 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5

Overall score: 0 1 2 3 4 5

Definition: Factors which affect smoke movement in the building in the event of fire

Installation standards(s): 8S7346: Part I, Specification for Natural Smoke and Heat Exhaust Ventilators,
8S7346: Part 2, Specification for Powered Smoke and Heat Exhaust Ventilators

Consideration: Consider the forces available to move smoke away from observable spaces in the event of a
fire. Use the aid-memoir on each observable space in tum

Indicate what observable space
is being assessed:
Observable space score: 0 I 2 3 4 5

Smoke control mechanisms
• Does the observable space have automatically opening air-venting

traps?
• Are doors and windows fitted with automatic opening mechanisms?
Natural Smoke Leakage
Doors
Consider:
• Does the enclosure have external doors?
• Can they be unlocked from the outside?
• Are the keys readily available?
• Are they sealed/weather stripped or are they badly fitting?

Windows
Consider:
• Are the windows sealed non-openable?
• Do the windows have manual openable areas?

• Is there any other means by which smoke can escape e.g. ventilation
grilles, louvre windows e.t.c.

Answers

Assessment: Make an assessment of the provision for smoke movement in the event of a fire. Where 5 is a
completely perfect mechanical system and 0 is an observable space without any mechanical smoke moving
system or without any natural air leakage. Mark the score in the observable space score box. To calculate the
score for the complete building add the scores for each observable space and divide by the number of
observable spaces present and mark the score in the survey score box at the top of the full component
worksheet.

Survey type: I Visual Assessment basis:
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Component: Spatial Configuration

Survey score
Church:

Observable space:
0 1 2 " 4 5-'
0 1 2 3 4 5
0 I 2 3 4 5
0 I 2 3 4 5
0 I 2 3 4 5
0 I 2 3 4 5

Overall score: 0 1 2 3 4 5

Definition: The influence of the geometry of the building on the spread of fire and smoke

Specification reference(s): ---

Consideration: The exact effect of the geometry of churches on the spread of fire and smoke has not been
researched and so is not fully understood. For the sake of this component two factors are going to be
considered. The complexity of the shape of the observable space and the specific perimeter of the surface area
of the enclosure. This shall be deduced from the predominant architectural style present. Complete the
following aid-memoir for each observable space in tum

Indicate what observable space
is being assessed:
Observable space score: 0 I 2 3 4 5

• How complex is the geometry of the
observable space? [sketch if required]

• Identify the predominant architectural
style present:

Assessment: Make an initial assessment by considering the influence of the geometry on the prediction and
control of the spread of fire and smoke based on the understanding that the more complex the geometry the
more unpredictable the fire spread and consequently greater the damage to fabric. Where 5 is a regular cube
or rectangular shape and 0 is an irregular extremely complex geometry. Adjust the initial score by considering
the specific perimeter of the surface area of the fabric using the following table:
Architectural style Level of detail
Saxon, Norman, Renaissance classical, contemporary plain [smaller specific perimeter]
Victorian, modem classical and gothic moderate
Early English, Decorated, Perpendicular complex [larger specific perimeter]

Mark the score in the observable space score box. To calculate the score for the complete building add the
scores for each observable space and divide by the number of observable spaces present and mark the score in
the survey score box at the top of the full component worksheet.

Survey type: I Visual Assessment basis: I Observable space
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Component: Suppression Systems

Survey score
Church:

Score: 0 I 2 3 4 5

Definition: Method of automatic suppression of fire

Specification reference(s): BS 5306: Part 2 Installation and maintenance of sprinkler systems

Consideration: Consider the type and coverage of the suppression systems present. Use the aid-memoir
below

• Identify the suppression systems present:

A B C D E
Main worship area:
Boiler room:
Vestry/sacristy:
Over the organ:
Tower rooms:
Wooden spire:
Other area ...

A=Water, B=Water mist, C=foam, D=gaseous. E=Dry-powder system

• Assess the suitability of the extinguishment(s) [in
terms of minimal damage to fabric and content]

Answer

• Is (are) the system(s) installed in accordance with
BS 5306?
• Is (are) the systems maintained at regular intervals?

Assessment: Make an initial assessment based on the coverage as shown below. Modify the assessment
depending on the evaluation of the other sub-components.
Suppression coverage: Complete building 5

Main worship area including organ 4
Tower/spire, boiler room or vestry/sacristy 3
Two out of the three above 2
One of the three above I
No coverage 0

Mark the score in the survey score box at the top of the worksheet.

Survey type: [ Visual I Desktop Assessment basis: I Complete building
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Component: The Fire Brigade

Survey score
Church:

Score: 0 1 2 3 4 5

Definition: The fire fighting force provided by the local authority

Specification reference(s): Bldg regs B5, Home Office: Standards of Fire Cover

Assumption: This assessment is applicable only to churches not fitted with fire mains

Consideration: Complete the following aid-memoir

Attendance time
• Where is the nearest fire station?
• How far is the nearest fire station from the church [miles]?
• Travelling at an average of 4Smph what would be the attendance

time?

Answers

Yes No
Appliance access
• Can a high-reach appliance reach the church tower?
Specification required:
Carrying capacity: J 7 tonnes, road width: 3.7m, gateway width: 3. Jm,
turning circle: 26m, clearance height: 4m
• To what percentage of the church can a pump appliance reach? If

none, then to within what range? [Pump appliance needs to reach
15% of the perimeter or within 4Sm of the furthest point on the
perimeter]

Specification required:
Carrying capacity: 12.5 tonnes, road width: 3.7m, gateway width: 3.1m,
turning circle: J6.Bm, clearance height: 3.7m
Location of water supply
• Is there a water hydrant within 75m of the church?
• If there is no hydrant within 75m, is there an alternative water supply

i.e., underground storage tank, river, pond?
Access and familiarity
• Are the fire fighters familiar with the layout of the building?
• Is there a procedure in place for the fire service to access the building

qu ickly in the event of fire?

Assessment: Make an initial assessment based on the attendance time [as laid out below]. Raise or lower the
approximate score depending upon the fulfilment of the other requirements. Mark the score in the survey
score box at the top of the worksheet.
Attendance time: 0-5 mins. 5

6-10 mins. 4
11-15 mins. 3
16-20 mins. 2
21-25 mins. I
Over 25 mins. 0

Survey type: I...D_es_kt_0...l.p_ __.l' Assessment basis:I Visual I Complete building
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Worksheet Summary Table

Church: .

Assessor: .

Date: .

Component %con. Grade Total

Building services 6 012345
Building structure 4 012345
Detection and communication 6 012345
Emergency lighting 2 012345
Escape routes and exits 2 012345
furniture and Furnishings 5 012345
Fittings and fixtures 5 012345
Housekeeping 7 012345
Interior finishes 4 012345
Manual fire fighting equipment 7 012345
Management systems 13 012345
Passive protection 5 012345
Retrieval training 4 012345
Spatial configuration 1 012345
Security 4 012345
Smoke control 5 012345
Suppression systems 8 012345
The fire brigade 12 012345

-----------
[Maximum score = 500] -----------

Additional notes:
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Appendix G6

The eighteen components of fire safety

G6



The eighteen components of fire safety: Definitions, structures and
approaches to assessment

Access routes and exits
Definition: The provision of suitable access and exit routes to and from the property to
enable valuable items to be retrieved in the event of fire
Assessment: Assessment per 'observable space'
Dominant sub-component(s): Travel distance from usable doors and door dimensions
Guide to the assessment: This assessment is logically conducted by responding to the
questions in the aid-memoir. A score of five is awarded for the perfect access/exit
provision and zero for a totally inadequate evaluation. The assessment involves
predominantly visual observations, with one element of researched information

Building services
Definition: The existence of energy systems including electrical wiring and their
contribution to fire safety
Assessment: Single assessment per building
Dominant sub-component(s): The condition and quantity of energy systems and wiring
Guide to the assessment: This assessment is conducted by reviewing the condition of
energy systems within the building. A score of three is the acceptable standard. The score
is adjusted up to five where the services provision is minimal [i.e. no heating and electrical
equipment present] and down to zero where the standard of the building service provision
is considerably poorer than the acceptable standard. The assessment involves both visual
observations and researched information

Building structure
Definition: The structural elements of the property and their contribution to fire safety
Assessment: Single assessment per building
Dominant sub-component(s): An evaluation of the density of the structural elements
Guide to the assessment: The assessment of this component has proved very hard to
develop. The parameters of the judgement are at this stage rather simple. It is based on a
scale where a score of five is given to structural elements considered to be robust and
bulky through to a score of zero where structural members are viewed as being slender and
light. The assessment is by means of a visual observation

Detection and communication
Definition: The capacity for the early discovery of fire and the alerting of the fire brigade
and/or members of the passing public to take appropriate action
Assessment: Single assessment per building
Dominant sub-component(s): The presents of an automatic detection and alarm system
Guide to the assessment: This assessment evaluates the provision and suitability of an
automatic detection and alarm system. A score of five is a perfect system and three is a
system which fails to achieve the requirements of an EIG discount. The churches
surveillance and location is given also given credit, where a score of three is good and zero
is poor. The assessment is conducted with a combination of visual and researched
information
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Emergency lighting
Definition: The provision of minimum illumination necessary to enable the retrieval team
to move within and escape from the property in the event of the failure of normal lighting
during a fire
Assessment: Assessment per 'observable space'
Dominant sub-component(s): The adequacy of emergency lighting based on coverage
Guide to the assessment: This assessment is based on the coverage of emergency lighting
in each 'observable space'. Consideration is given for the strategic positioning of hand
torches. The assessment is by means of a visual observation

Furniture and furnishings
Definition: The contribution of all hard and soft furniture and furnishings to fire safety.
[mobile items]
Assessment: Single assessment per building
Dominant sub-component(s): The size and content of store areas, areas of combustible
stacking chairs and the congestion of aisles
Guide to the assessment: The evaluation of the quantity of furniture and furnishings is
made with comparison with what is considered to be a typical level of furnishing for
churches. At this stage the typical level is derived from a list of standard furniture and
furnishings and the judgement of the assessor. To sharpen the structure of the assessment
the three elements listed above form the focus for the judgement. A score of five is given
to church lightly furnished, three to those typically furnished and one to churches heavily
furnished. The assessment is by means of a visual observation

Fixtures and fittings
Definition: The contribution of all hard and soft fixtures and fittings to fire safety
[immobile items]
Assessment: Single assessment per building
Dominant sub-component(s): The organ casement and console, area of pews and stalls,
areas of wall panelling and whether the church has a wooden bell frame
Guide to the assessment: The evaluation of the quantity of fixtures and fittings is made
with comparison with what is considered to be a typical level of fixtures and fittings for
churches. At this stage the typical level is derived from a list of standard fixtures and
fittings and the judgement of the assessor. To sharpen the structure of the assessment the
elements listed above form the focus of the judgement. A score of five is given to churches
having few fixtures and fittings, three for those having typical fixtures and fittings and one
for those having many fixtures and fittings. The assessment is by means of a visual
observation

Housekeeping
Definition: The organisation of storage areas and the management of cleaning activities
Assessment: Single assessment per building
Dominant sub-component(s): Assessment made against a 'best practice' check list
Guide to the assessment: An assessment of the housekeeping is made against a 'best
practice' checklist. A score of five is given where perfect compliance is achieved and zero
where the provision is totally inadequate. The assessment is conducted with a combination
of visual and researched information
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Interior finishes
Definition: All swface finishes on the interior of the building structure including wall
panelling
Assessment: Assessment per 'observable space'
Dominant sub-componenus): The proportional area of acceptable finishes [class 0 or 1
spread of flame]
Guide to the assessment: The assessment is based on the assessor making a judgement as
to the surface area of each identified finish. The score is achieved by comparing the area of
unacceptable finishes [class 3 spread of flame] with the devised scores where 5 is 19-0%
unacceptable interior finishes and 0 is 100% unacceptable interior finishes. The
assessment is by means of visual observation

Manual fire fighting equipment
Definition: First aid fire fighting appliances installed for the use of the occupants and/or
the fire brigade
Assessment: Single assessment per building
Dominant sub-componentts): The availability and capability of the manual fire fighting
equipment present
Guide to the assessment: This assessment is conducted by comparing the manual fire
fighting equipment present against the equipment required. Additional consideration is
given for maintenance, servicing and training. A score of five is completely perfect and a
score of zero is totally inadequate. The assessment is conducted with a combination of
visual and researched information

Management systems
Definition: The creation, implementation and periodic review of effective systems of fire
safety
Assessment: Single assessment per building
Dominant sub-componenus): Assessment made against a 'best practice' check list
Guide to the assessment: An assessment of the management is made against a 'best
practice' checklist. A score of five is given where perfect compliance is achieved and zero
where the provision is totally inadequate. The assessment is conducted with the use of
researched information

Passive protection
Definition: Passive measures of fire prevention and fire resistance
Assessment: Assessment per 'observable space' plus lightning protection assessment
Dominant sub-componenus): The adequacy of walls and floor/ceilings to prevent fire
spread from the enclosure of origin
Guide to the assessment: The assessment considers the fire resistance of boundaries by
comparing them to standard fire resistance duration charts. Lightning protection is
included as a form of passive protection as it does not sit comfortably on any other
component. 90 mins. fire resistance is considered to represent a perfect resistance scoring
five and less than 30 mins. fire resistance is considered totally inadequate and scores zero.
The assessment is by means of visual observation

Retrieval training and practice
Definition: Training and practice in the skill of valuable item retrieval in the event of fire
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Assessment: Single assessment per building
Dominant sub-componenus): Assessment made against a 'best practice' check list
Guide to the assessment: An assessment of retrieval training and practice is made against a
'best practice' checklist. A score of five is given where perfect compliance is achieved and
zero where the provision is totally inadequate. The assessment is conducted with the use of
researched information

Spatial configuration
Definition: The influence of the geometry of the building on the spread of fire and smoke
Assessment: Assessment per 'observable space'
Dominant sub-componenus): The complexity of the shape within the 'observable space'
Guide to the assessment: The assessment at this embryonic stage is rather simple. It has
proved to be the hardest component to develop. A score of five is given to a regular cube
or rectangular shaped observable space through to a score of zero for an observable space
consisting of extremely complex geometry. The initial score is adjusted after considering
the specific perimeter of the surface area of the fabric. The assessment is by means of
visual observation

Security
Definition: Measures to prevent the unauthorised access of individuals into the property
Assessment: Single assessment per building
Dominant sub-componenus): Level of security based on the churches location and the
considered risk of unauthorised access
Guide to the assessment: This assessment considers the level of security at three zones:
curtilage of the church yard; the building; security of individual rooms. The assessment is
balanced against the threat of unauthorised access. Where a score of five is completely
perfect security measures and zero is totally inadequate security measures. The assessment
is conducted with a combination of visual and investigated information

Suppression systems
Definition: Method of automatic suppression of fire
Assessment: Single assessment per building
Dominant sub-componenus): The coverage of the suppression system(s)
Guide to the assessment: This assessment firstly identifies what suppression system(s) are
present and then a score is given depending on the coverage of the system, where a score
of five is given for complete building coverage and a score of zero for no suppression
system. The assessment is conducted with a combination of visual and investigated
information

Smoke control
Definition: Factors which effect smoke movement in the building in the event of fire
Assessment: Single assessment per building
Dominant sub-component(s): The provision of automatic smoke control facilities
Guide to the assessment: This assessment considers the provision and suitability of smoke
control mechanisms. Allowance is also given for natural smoke leakage. A score of five is
a completely perfect mechanical system and a score of zero is an observable space without
any mechanical smoke moving system or any natural air leakage. The assessment is by
means of visual observation
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The fire brigade
Definition: The fire fighting force provided by the local authority
Assessment: Single assessment per building
Dominant sub-component(s): The attendance time
Guide to the assessment: This component is assessed by initially assigning scores to the
above stated dominant sub-component and then adjusting this depending on the assessor's
evaluation of the remaining sub-components. The assessment is conducted with a
combination of visual and investigated information
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Appendix H1

Key fire safety data observed in the ten sample churches
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Appendix H2

Fire safety assessment summary sheets for the ten sample
churches
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Appendix H3

OFSR assessment scores for the ten sample churches
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Fire Safety Evaluation Procedure for the Property Protection of Parish Churches

Church: All Saints, Wigston

Fire Safety Assessment

Component
Access & escape routes
Building services
Building structure
Detection & communication
Emergency lighting
Furniture & furnishings
Fittings & fixtures
Housekeeping
Interior finishes
Man. fire fighting equipment
Management systems
Passive protection
Retrieval training & practice
Spatial configuration
Security
Smoke control
Suppression systems
The fire brigade

Total fire safety measure

ASSESSMENT RESULTS

Historic value [HV]
Functional value [FV]
Building worth assess't [BWA]
Fire safety measure [FSM]
Fire safety value [FSV]
Potential max. loss [PoMl]

ASSESSMENT OUTPUT

%con.
2
6
4
6
2
5
5
7
4
7
13
5
4
1
4
5
8
12

Grade
2
3
4
3
0
3
4
4
3
4
2
4
1
3
2
2
0
4

Total
4
18
16
18
o
15
20
28
12
28
26
20
4
3
8
10
o
48
278

L...__ .....I = input variables

Statutary listing:
Average attendance:
largest max. encl.

~
tjjtj

Impact loss value [llV]
Probable maximum loss [PMl]

0.6
0.09
0.69
0.56
-0.13
0.86

Fire safety measure [FSM] 55.6
Fire vulnerability rating [FVR] 56.0

Overall fire safety rating [OFSR] -0.40

[ < 0 = unacceptable, 0 -10 = acceptable, >10 = desirable]

H3 -1
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Fire Safety Evaluation Procedure for the Property Protection of Parish Churches

Church: St Andrew, Welham

Fire Safety Assessment

Component
Access & escape routes
Building services
Building structure
Detection & communication
Emergency lighting
Furniture & furnishings
Fittings & fixtures
Housekeeping
Interior finishes
Man. fire fighting equipment
Management systems
Passive protection
Retrieval training & practice
Spatial configuration
Security
Smoke control
Suppression systems
The fire brigade

Total fire safety measure

ASSESSMENT RESULTS

HistoriC value [HV]
Functional value [FV]
Building worth assess't [BWA]
Fire safety measure [FSM]
Fire safety value [FSV]
Potential max. loss [PoML]

ASSESSMENT OUTPUT

Fire safety measure [FSM]
Fire vulnerability rating [FVR]

Overall fire safety rating [OFSR]

%con.
2
6
4
6
2
5
5
7
4
7
13
5
4
1
4
5
8
12

Grade
2
4
4
2
0
4
4
4
3
0
0
2
1
4
3
2
0
3

Total
4
24
16
12
o
20
20
28
12
o
o
10
4
4
12
10
o
36
212

..... __ .....11= input variables

Statutary listing:
Average attendance:
Largest max. encl.

Impact loss value [ILV]
Probable maximum loss [PML]

0.55
1.03

0.45
0.10
0.55
0.42
-0.13
0.9

42.4
52.5

-10.13

[ < 0 = unacceptable, 0 -10 = acceptable, >10 = desirable]
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Fire Safety Evaluation Procedure for the Property Protection of Parish Churches

Church: St John the Baplst, South Croxton

Fire Safety Assessment

Component
Access & escape routes
Building services
Building structure
Detection & communication
Emergency lighting
Furniture & furnishings
Fittings & fixtures
Housekeeping
Interior finishes
Man. fire fighting equipment
Management systems
Passive protection
Retrieval training & practice
Spatial configuration
Security
Smoke control
Suppression systems
The fire brigade

Total fire safety measure

ASSESSMENT RESULTS

Historic value [HV]
Functional value [FV]
Building worth assess't [BWA]
Fire safety measure [FSM]
Fire safety value [FSV]
Potential max. loss [PoML]

ASSESSMENT OUTPUT

%con.
2
6
4
6
2
5
5
7
4
7
13
5
4
1
4
5
8
12

Grade
5
2
4
2
0
4
5
2
4
2
0
4
1
3
2
2
0
1

Total
10
12
16
12
o
20
25
14
16
14
o
20
4
3
8
10
o
12
196

..... __ ...1 = input variables

Statutary listing: 0.75
Average attendance: 0.04
Largest max. encl. 0.89

Impact loss value [ILV]
Probable maximum loss [PML]

0.45
0.02
0.47
0.39
-0.07
0.89

Fire safety measure [FSM] 39.2
Fire vulnerability rating [FVR] 47.7

Overall fire safety rating [OFSR] -8.47

[ < 0 = unacceptable, 0 -10 = acceptable, >10 = desirable]

ID -3

0.47
0.96



Fire Safety Evaluation Procedure for the Property Protection of Parish Churches

Church: St Leonard, Swlthland

Fire Safety Assessment

Component
Access & escape routes
Building services
Building structure
Detection & communication
Emergency lighting
Furniture & furnishings
Fittings & fixtures
Housekeeping
Interior finishes
Man. fire fighting equipment
Management systems
Passive protection
Retrieval training & practice
Spatial configuration
Security
Smoke control
Suppression systems
The fire brigade

Total fire safety measure

ASSESSMENT RESULTS

Historic value [HV]
Functional value [FV]
Building worth assess't [BWA]
Fire safety measure [FSM]
Fire safety value [FSV]
Potential max. loss [PoML]

ASSESSMENT OUTPUT

Fire safety measure [FSM]
Fire vulnerability rating [FVR]

Overall fire safety rating [OFSR]

%con.
2
6
4
6
2
5
5
7
4
7
13
5
4
1
4
5
8
12

Grade
4
3
4
1
0
3
2
4
3
1
1
3
1
3
3
2
0
1

Total
8
18
16
6
o
15
10
28
12
7
13
15
4
3
12
10
o
12
189

..... __ .....1 = input variables

Statutary listing:
Average attendance:
Largest max. encl.

Impact loss value [ILV]
Probable maximum loss (PML]

0.45
0.14
0.59
0.38
-0.21
0.84

37.8
54.7

-16.93

[< 0 = unacceptable, 0 -10 = acceptable, >10 = desirable]

H3-4

0.59
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Fire Safety Evaluation Procedure for the Property Protection of Parish Churches

Church: St Mary, Barwell

Fire Safety Assessment

Component
Access & escape routes
Building services
Building structure
Detection & communication
Emergency lighting
Furniture & furnishings
Fittings & fixtures
Housekeeping
Interior finishes
Man. fire fighting equipment
Management systems
Passive protection
Retrieval training & practice
Spatial configuration
Security
Smoke control
Suppression systems
The fire brigade

Total fire safety measure

ASSESSMENT RESULTS

Historic value [HV]
Functional value [FV]
Building worth assess't [BWA]
Fire safety measure [FSM]
Fire safety value [FSV]
Potential max. loss [PoML]

ASSESSMENT OUTPUT

Fire safety measure [FSM]
Fire vulnerability rating [FVR]

Overall fire safety rating [OFSR]

%con.
2
6
4
6
2
5
5
7
4
7
13
5
4
1
4
5
8
12

Grade
3
3
4
3
0
1
4
3
3
3
3
4
1
3
3
2
0
4

Total
6
18
16
18
o
5
20
21
12
21
39
20
4
3
12
10
o
48
273

..... __ .....1 = input variables

Statutary listing:
Average attendance:
Largest max. encl.

~
I:::jjtj

Impact loss value [ILV]
Probable maximum loss [PML]

0.6
0.03
0.63
0.55
-0.08
0.83

54.6
51.3

3.27

[ < 0 = unacceptable, 0 -10 = acceptable, >10 = desirable]

H3-S
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Fire Safety Evaluation Procedure for the Property Protection of Parish Churches

Church: St Mary, Humberstone

Fire Safety Assessment

Component
Access & escape routes
Building services
Building structure
Detection & communication
Emergency lighting
Furniture & furnishings
Fittings & fixtures
Housekeeping
Interior finishes
Man. fire fighting equipment
Management systems
Passive protection
Retrieval training & practice
Spatial configuration
Security
Smoke control
Suppression systems
The fire brigade

Total fire safety measure

ASSESSMENT RESULTS

Historic value [HV]
Functional value [FV]
Building worth assess't [BWA]
Fire safety measure [FSM]
Fire safety value [FSV]
Potential max. loss [PoML]

ASSESSMENT OUTPUT

Fire safety measure [FSM]
Fire vulnerability rating [FVR]

Overall fire safety rating [OFSR]

%con.
2
6
4
6
2
5
5
7
4
7
13
5
4
1
4
5
8
12

Grade
3
2
4
3
0
1
3
3
3
4
1
3
1
3
4
2
0
1

Total
6
12
16
18
o
5
15
21
12
28
13
15
4
3
16
10
o
12
206

..___ ...I= input variables

Statutary listing:
Average attendance:
Largest max. encl.

Impact loss value [ILV]
Probable maximum loss [PML]

0.3
0.07
0.37
0.41
0.04
0.8

41.2
37.7

3.47

[< 0 = unacceptable, 0-10 = acceptable, >10 = desirable]

H3-6
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Fire Safety Evaluation Procedure for the Property Protection of Parish Churches

Church: St Michael, Cranoe

Fire Safety Assessment

Component % con.
Access & escape routes 2
Building services 6
Building structure 4
Detection & communication 6
Emergency lighting 2
Furniture & furnishings 5
Fittings & fixtures 5
Housekeeping 7
Interior finishes 4
Man. fire fighting equipment 7
Management systems 13
Passive protection 5
Retrieval training & practice 4
Spatial configuration 1
Security 4
Smoke control 5
Suppression systems 8
The fire brigade 12

Total fire safety measure

ASSESSMENT RESULTS

Historic value [HV]
Functional value [FV]
Building worth assess't [BWA]
Fire safety measure [FSM]
Fire safety value [FSV]
Potential max. loss [PoML]

ASSESSMENT OUTPUT

Fire safety measure [FSM]
Fire vulnerability rating [FVR]

Overall fire safety rating [OFSR]

Grade
4
3
4
1
0
2
3
4
4
3
0
2
0
4
2
2
0
2

Total
8
18
16
6
o
10
15
28
16
21
o
10
o
4
8
10
o
24
194

...... __ ...1 = input variables

Statutary listing:
Average attendance:
Largest max. encl.

Impact loss value [ILV]
Probable maximum loss [PML]

0.45
0.08
0.53
0.39
-0.14
0.85

38.8
50.7

-11.93

[ < 0 = unacceptable, 0 -10 = acceptable, >10 = desirable]

H3 -7

0.53
0.99



Fire Safety Evaluation Procedure for the Property Protection of Parish Churches

Church: St Michael, Hallaton

Fire Safety Assessment

Component
Access & escape routes
Building services
Building structure
Detection & communication
Emergency lighting
Furniture & furnishings
Fittings & fixtures
Housekeeping
Interior finishes
Man. fire fighting equipment
Management systems
Passive protection
Retrieval training & practice
Spatial configuration
Security
Smoke control
Suppression systems
The fire brigade

Total fire safety measure

ASSESSMENT RESULTS

Historic value [HV]
Functional value [FV]
Building worth assess't [BWA]
Fire safety measure [FSM]
Fire safety value [FSV]
Potential max. loss [PoML]

ASSESSMENT OUTPUT

Fire safety measure [FSM]
Fire vulnerability rating [FVR]

Overall fire safety rating [OFSR]

%con.
2
6
4
6
2
5
5
7
4
7
13
5
4
1
4
5
8
12

Grade
5
3
3
3
0
4
3
4
3
0
0
3
1
3
2
3
0
3

Total
10
18
12
18
o
20
15
28
12
o
o
15
4
3
8
15
o
36
214

.... __ ......1 = input variables

Statutary listing:
Average attendance:
Largest max. encl.

~
tjjd

Impact loss value [ILV]
Probable maximum loss [PML]

0.6
0.03
0.63
0.43
-0.20
0.88

42.8
56.9

-14.13

[< 0 = unacceptable, 0 -10 = acceptable, >10 = desirable]

H3-8
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Church: St Peter, Copt Oak

Fire Safety Evaluation Procedure for the Property Protection of Parish Churches

Fire Safety Assessment

Component
Access & escape routes
Building services
Building structure
Detection & communication
Emergency lighting
Furniture & furnishings
Fittings & fixtures
Housekeeping
Interior finishes
Man. fire fighting equipment
Management systems
Passive protection
Retrieval training & practice
Spatial configuration
Security
Smoke control
Suppression systems
The fire brigade

Total fire safety measure

ASSESSMENT RESULTS

Historic value [HV]
Functional value [FV]
Building worth assess't [BWA]
Fire safety measure [FSM]
Fire safety value [FSV]
Potential max. loss [PoML]

ASSESSMENT OUTPUT

%con.
2
6
4
6
2
5
5
7
4
7
13
5
4
1
4
5
8
12

Grade
5
2
3
0
0
5
2
3
3
2
1
5
0
4
3
2
0
4

Total
10
12·
12
o
o
25
10
21
12
14
13
25
o
4
12
10
o
48
228

.... __ ..... 1 = input variables

Statutary listing: 0.25
Average attendance: 0.11
Largest max. encl. 0.93

Impact loss value [ILV]
Probable maximum loss [PML]

0.15
0.04
0.19
0.46
0.26
0.93

Fire safety measure [FSM] 45.6
Fire vulnerability rating [FVR] 28.7

Overall fire safety rating [OFSR] 16.87

[ < 0 = unacceptable, 0 -10 = acceptable, >10 = desirable)

H3 -9

0.19
0.67



Fire Safety Evaluation Procedure for the Property Protection of Parish Churches

Church: St Peter, Tiiton-on-the-Hill

Fire Safety Assessment

Component
Access & escape routes
Building services
Building structure
Detection & communication
Emergency lighting
Furniture & furnishings
Fittings & fixtures
Housekeeping
Interior finishes
Man. fire fighting equipment
Management systems
Passive protection
Retrieval training & practice
Spatial configuration
Security
Smoke control
Suppression systems
The fire brigade

Total fire safety measure

ASSESSMENT RESULTS

Historic value [HV]
Functional value [FV]
Building worth assess't [eWA]
Fire safety measure [FSM]
Fire safety value [FSV]
Potential max. loss [PoML]

ASSESSMENT OUTPUT

Fire safety measure [FSM]
Fire vulnerability rating [FVR]

Overall fire safety rating [OFSR]

%con.
2
6
4
6
2
5
5
7
4
7
13
5
4
1
4
5
8
12

Grade
5
2
2
2
0
3
4
3
3
3
0
3
1
3
2
2
0
3

Total
10
12
8
12
o
15
20
21
12
21
o
15
4
3
8
10
o
36
207

""-- __ ....1 = input variables

Statutary listing:
Average attendance:
Largest max. encl.

~

t:tiD
Impact loss value [ILV]
Probable maximum loss [PML]

0.61
1.08

0.6
0.01
0.61
0.41
-0.20
0.88

41.4
56.3

-14.93

[ < 0 = unacceptable, 0 -10 = acceptable, >10 = desirable]
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Appendix H4

The 'maximum attainable' fire safety measure score
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The 'maximum attainable' score

After conducting the worksheet assessments, it has become apparent that a score of 500 is
realistically unattainable. Inorder to provide an accurate assessment of the fire safety
measure of parish churches it was considered necessary to determine what score would
represent a 'maximum attainable' score.

A self-judgement assessment was made by the author. A maximum score on the following
six components was not considered possible.

Access routes and exits: To gain a maximum score the church would need to not have a
tower or any other upper floor level. This may exist in a modem church but not an historic
one.
Interior finishes: The church would be required to be constructed without any internally
exposed timber. Again this may exist in a modem church but not an historic church.
Spatial configuration: The church would be required to consist of nothing more than a
single regular cube shape, with no architectural detail. Does any such church exist?
Building services: The way the component is worded, would require a church to have no
electricity or services of any kind. Does any such church exist?
Building structure: This component has proved very hard to assess. Most assessors have
either scored 3 or 4 in each churches case, as all churches are robust structures. But to gain
a maximum score, the church roof would need to remain in tacked during the fire, which
with wooden roofs can not be guaranteed.
Passive protection: The way the component is worded requires the church to have 90
mins. fire resisting barriers between each observable space which are fully stopped. This is
very unlikely.

If a maximum score of 4 out of 5 is considered to be realistically attainable for these
highlighted components then the maximum overall score would be reduced from 500 to
478. In this context the 'maximum attainable' score represents a level of safety that is less
than perfection but equates to the highest level that can be achieved through making
improvements to a church property.
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